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Abstract 
English 
This thesis develops a typology over the most used strategies which three crisis-stricken 
multinational corporations apply on Facebook. The examined corporations, Barclays, BP and 
G4S are evaluated in relation to the developed typology. The crisis for Barclays was the LIBOR-
manipulation while BP was examined due to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and G4S was 
included because of the failed recruitment to the Olympics in London 2012. The objective was to 
comprehend and create a theoretical realm of understanding for crisis communication on the 
world’s most popular social medium. Grounded theory was applied to categorise, formulate and 
understand Facebook posts and comments to these through the crises. With Barclays and G4S, 
all posts and comments were included while the study of BP relied on the monthly post with the 
most comments. To place the established categories in a theoretical context, theories within 
framing, image restoration strategies, studies in conformity and message repetition were 
introduced. It was concluded that the corporations could claim responsibility for the crises with 
advantage to meet the demands of the massive criticism they received. Also, there was a great 
difference on to what extent each corporation mastered and was capable of using the different 
strategies. BP could with advantage follow in Barclays’ footsteps in terms of creating conformity 
while G4S with advantage could be inspired by BP’s message repetition. Eventually, BP and 
G4S could have been more inspired by Barclays’ active presence on Facebook before the crisis 
emerged. 
 
Danish 
Dette speciale udvikler en typologi over de anvendte strategier som tre kriseramte 
multinationale selskaber bruger på Facebook. De undersøgte selskaber, Barclays, BP og G4S 
evalueres også i forhold til den opstillede typologi. Krisen for Barclays var LIBOR-manipulation 
mens BP blev undersøgt i relation til olieudslippet i Mexicos Golf og endelig blev G4S inddraget 
grundet den mangelfulde rekrutteringen ved de Olympiske Lege i London 2012. Målet er at 
forstå og danne en teoretisk forståelsesramme for krisekommunikation på verdens mest 
populære sociale medie. Der blev anvendt grounded theory til at kategorisere, formulere og 
forstå Facebook posts og kommentarer til disse gennem kriserne. Med Barclays og G4S blev 
samtlige posts og kommentarer inddraget mens der ved BP blev indsamlet den månedlige posts 
med flest kommentarer. Til at sætte de etablerede kategorier ind i en teoretisk sammenhæng 
blev der hentet teoretiske koncepter indenfor framing, image restorations strategier, studier i 
konformitet samt budskabs gentagelse. Der blev konkluderet at selskaberne med fordel kunne 
vedkende sig et ansvar for kriserne for at imødekomme den massive kritik som de modtog. 
Ligeledes var der stor forskel på i hvor høj grad hvert selskab mestrede og formåede at udnytte 
de forskellige strategier. BP kunne med fordel følge i Barclays’ fodspor mht. skabelse af 
konformitet mens G4S med fordel kunne lade sig inspirere af BP’s budskabs gentagelse. 
Endelig kunne BP og G4S have lænet sig mere op af Barclays’ aktive tilstedeværelse på 
Facebook før krisen opstod. 
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1. Introduction 
Social media has become one of the fastest growing and most dominating inventions in the past 
10 years. Here, Facebook is the main platform which has been subject to the prevalent global 
popularity. Concurrently with the spreading of Facebook, consultancy firms and corporations 
have attempted to profit from the numerous users that publish personal information on many 
aspects of their daily lives. Despite leaving an immense impact on today’s society, social media 
is one of the areas that communication researchers know least about. This is partially due to the 
rapidity of Facebook’s global spread and the perception that social media is a nine-days’ 
wonder like Second Life turned out to be. The present research on social media is therefore 
essentially restricted to the most basic aspects of social media and the new forms of 
interactions it enables. This thesis delves into an overlooked aspect of the encounter between 
corporations’ crises and the publics. As the field of social media crisis communication is 
undeveloped, the first step in comprehending how crisis unfolds on social media must be to take 
point of departure in communication theories that were not developed for social media. This 
provides researchers with an understanding that has roots in research on the interaction 
between corporations and their stakeholders. This understanding will not be definitive which 
necessitates further research on social media crisis communication. While this understanding 
might not be definitive, applying generally accepted theories that are developed from numerous 
empirical studies on social media marks an academisation of a field which for too long has been 
analysed by consultancies that profit from advices based on gut feelings.  
 
Analysing three of the most dominant crises in the last years will inevitably help construct a 
typology of the different approaches corporations apply when allocating thousands of dollars to 
social media activities. But more importantly, it will provide researchers with a set of theoretical 
concepts that can serve as a basis for the further investigation of how corporations and 
individuals interact online. This thesis could therefore produce knowledge that will serve as a 
valuable benchmark when corporations seek to benefit from a platform with a population at the 
same size as the world’s third largest country (URL 1).  
 
1.1 Motivation for problem definition 
In 2011, I conducted a project on BP’s social media communication strategy in the wake of the 
Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico. This project investigated the connection between BP’s intended 
strategy and the consequences of the applied strategy by introducing theoretical concepts 
developed in James Grunig’s Excellence Project. (Leth, 2011)  
 
BP’s Facebook page and communication was not congruent with my expectations to how a 
major corporation would use Facebook in a time of crisis. This was due to the atypical use of 
dialogue with Facebook visitors and the number of posts that had minimal relevance for crisis-
stricken stakeholders. BP did not participate in the discussions in any of the 10 monthly posts 
that had received the most comments. The few comments by BP criticised selected visitors’ use 
of words for not being in line with BP’s commenting policy. This use of social media was in 
contrast to other high-valued cases where the corporation behind created numerous interactions 
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between stakeholders and the spokespeople of the corporation. Here, the airline, SAS, can be 
mentioned with their acclaimed efforts to respond to comments and share information (URL 2).  
 
By introducing Grunig’s mixed-motive model, possible advantages and reasons for BP’s 
unusual approach could be highlighted. The conclusion of the previous project concluded that 
BP ought to enter the symmetrical win-win zone by giving up the asymmetrical position. 
Concrete examples on this included loosening the enforcement of BP’s commenting policy, 
allow users to set the agenda by being able to post and respond to the many comments etc. 
(Leth, 2011) 
 
However, it was my main motivation to evaluate the efficiency of this approach which struck me 
as undemocratic and propagandistic. Yet, other corporations needed to be investigated to 
determine whether other strategies could fulfill a corporation’s demand for control in a time of 
crisis while meeting the public's demands for openness and influence. By looking at two other 
multinational corporations which had recently been struck by major crises, steps towards 
meeting this curiosity were taken. When comparing BP’s strategies with the two other industry 
leading corporations’, this thesis could move closer to identify the possible outcomes and 
consequences of the applied strategies. The comparison also makes it possible to obtain cross-
industry insights on how social media crisis communication strategies can be executed in 
settings with multifaceted stakeholders. The large data samples further ensures that the 
nuances of the applied strategies are not lost.  
 
1.2 Problem definition 
How can a theoretical typology of strategies be developed from three crisis-stricken 
corporations’ communication on Facebook and how can the corporations’ efforts be evaluated 
using this typology? 
 
1.3 Sub questions 
● Which similarities can be identified across the three corporations’ application of 
strategies and how can the similarities and discrepancies be understood? 
 
● To which degree does the different strategies in the typology appear to be context 
sensitive and could they be applied in other settings with similar outcomes and if yes 
why? 
 
● What does the corporations’ choice of strategies reveal about the corporations’ 
prioritizations, resource allocations and perceptions of social media? 
 
1.4 Delimitation 
This thesis will not include any theoretical discussions of the ethical considerations of using 
different strategies and techniques within communication. Therefore, the philosophic traditions 
within ethics will not be mentioned nor dealt with in this thesis. The field of audience studies will 
also not be introduced as the focus is primarily on the applied communication strategies rather 
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than on how the strategies are experienced by the visitors. Eventually, this thesis will not apply 
the theoretical concepts from James Grunig’s Excellence Project even though these are 
relevant discussions. However, this theoretical framework could still influence this thesis on a 
more latent level as it is a part of the author’s background knowledge.  
 
1.5 Methodology 
BP’s dominant position in their crisis communication has already been investigated through a 
previous project. As the previous project generally focused on how the publics related to BP’s 
behaviour, the focus of this thesis was on identifying and putting the applied strategies into a 
theoretical context from the beginning. To expand the typology of identified strategies, the 
beginning of this thesis included a broad research of the most significant crises and how they 
unfolded on social media over the last 5 years. An early objective for this thesis was to create 
knowledge on how the largest corporations use Facebook to promote their interests. Therefore, 
corporations that were not comparable in terms of presence on markets, company type, size in 
terms of employees and turnover were deselected to increase the comparability between the 
data sets obtained.  
 
This process resulted in the choice of BP, Barclays and G4S as cases. With Barclays and G4S 
the empirical data allowed a full collection of all data in the periods of the crises. For these two 
corporations, the empirical data collection consisted of screenshots of the first post by the 
corporation that addressed the crisis and on to the last post that dealt with the crisis. Here, the 
comments to the these posts were also captured using screenshots. With BP however, the 
communication during the period of the crisis necessitated a selection as the posts equalled 
thousands of posts and comments. Here, an approach from the previous project on BP was 
selected. This approached entailed that the monthly post with the most comments would be 
included into the empirical data. However, in contrast to the previous projects, all months from 
the beginning of the crisis to the end was included. 
 
To understand the empirical data, predominant and reiterated patterns needed to be identified 
first. By grouping each corporation’s similar posts, a varying number of groups were created. 
The posts were grouped with attention to similarities within the posts’ focus, use of words, 
distribution, media use and sources. This process resulted in 13 different groups when 
reviewing all of the empirical data. These groups or categories subsequently formed the point of 
departure for the research of predominant theoretical concepts within both traditional and crisis 
communication. 
 
1.6 Theory of science 
The content analysis comprised the point of departure for the selection of appropriate theories 
and concepts. As soon as the first screenshots had been made, the systematic data analysis 
began. This entailed that the empirical data went through a collecting and thematization phase. 
The first step was to look for patterns and identify categories in the empirical data. 
Subsequently, a range of categories were linked forming larger categories. The result was a 
coherent theory which featured a typology of social media crisis communication strategies. After 
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the 12 categories had been developed based on the collected theory, theoretical concepts were 
introduced to shed light on the possible implications of the typology.  
 
The theoretical concepts in this thesis has been derived from numerous theorists and theoretical 
traditions. Due to the short lifetime of social media, these concepts were developed for different 
contexts and problems. However, as the theories have been merged into a new coherent theory 
and applied to social media, this could be perceived as working based on grounded theory.  
1.7 Future perspectives 
The focus of this thesis is solely on the four corporations’ use of Facebook. Even though all of 
the corporations employ a broad palette of social platforms, Facebook has been the cardinal 
point throughout the thesis. This is due to the functionalities that are found on Facebook which 
exceeds all other social platforms and since Facebook accounts for the largest international 
market penetration. However, it could be fruitful to compare the strategies applied on Facebook 
with the other social media to determine the degree of consistency. Do the corporations use the 
same strategies and what differences within execution and possible effects can be identified? 
Or do the corporations seek to modify Facebook strategies with the individual strengths and 
weaknesses of Twitter, YouTube, Google+ and Flickr? 
 
It could also be interesting to conduct interviews with the most active commentators on the three 
corporations’ Facebook pages. This could give information on how the applied strategies are 
perceived by the receivers. Eventually, such a process could also provide valuable insights on 
the consequences by using the different strategies. It could also highlight some of the outcomes 
of the different combinations of strategies that the three corporations apply. In terms of image 
restoration strategies, the research has primarily centered on the effectiveness of relying on one 
strategy throughout the course of a crisis. However, it is likely that a combination of both image 
restoration strategies and other strategies from different fields within communication could 
produce different results. Today, the gap between theory and practice is therefore significant 
within image restoration strategies as the extent of various typologies enables multiple 
combinations. 
 
Eventually, due to the grounded approach of this thesis, the focus has predominantly been on 
the identified strategies. However, it is possible that the introduction of models for persuasion 
could further shed light on the possible motives for the architecture of the corporations’ crisis 
communication efforts. This includes cognitive dissonance theory (Brock & Green, 2005), social 
judgement theory (Perloff, 2010), elaboration likelihood model and the heuristic model of 
persuasion among others (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003). 
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2. The crises 
Since the invention and consequent popularity of social media, several crises have occurred for 
which corporations were partly or mainly responsible. To investigate the strategies which crises-
stricken corporations apply, it is necessary to collect empirical data from major crises and from 
crises that involved industry leading corporations. This is due to several reasons. 
 
Major crises which strikes industry leaders are more often reported by the news which makes it 
more likely that the different stakeholders are informed of the cause, course and consequences. 
Major crises are also more likely to have great consequences for the state which often results in 
thorough investigations by state institutions. Unlike minor crises, major crises can result in a 
publication by a state institution which can provide the stakeholders with a more objective 
description of the course than the corporation has provided (URL 3). When studying the 
strategies of crisis-stricken corporations, the presence of a trustworthy report from a state 
institution can function as a neutral observer which put additional pressure on the corporation. 
This could affect the corporation’s choice and application of social media crisis strategy. 
 
First, to formulate insights on the applied strategies, the empirical data needs to be of a certain 
magnitude in order to minimise the weight of rare deviations from the more frequent 
occurrences. When analysing social media, there can be examples of deviations from the more 
frequent reactions to a crisis. This can be due to the influence of interest groups, grass root 
movements, employees or external consultants which continuously seeks to alter the general 
perception of a crisis. Second, to extract the best possible strategies that can be applied, it is 
important to investigate industry leading corporations that are more resourceful than smaller 
corporations. A hypothesis can be that these corporations have access to the newest 
knowledge and research within social media, making it more relevant to study their conduct on 
social media than corporations with smaller marketing budgets. Additionally, if a corporation has 
identified an optimum strategy, this is not equivalent to being able to carry out the strategy in the 
most efficient manner. Here, allocating resources to the execution of the strategy is an important 
aspect. 
 
2.1 Research of crises 
The research of suitable crises which could be used to highlight social media crises strategies, 
began in Google searching on the words “social media crisis case”. Google is an effective 
method to quickly collect a range of examples. As the top results in Google is a result of the 
amount and trustworthiness of the websites that links to them - this approach gives information 
on the crises’ footprint on the internet. 
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However, the results in Google are a product of an algorithm that is calculated by internet 
robots. By reviewing crises that have been selected as case studies by social media 
professionals and consultancy firms, these sources evaluated the corporations’ responses to 
the crises. After visiting a range of such websites, a selection was isolated and further analysed 
in regard to the following criteria. This approach is advantageous as crises such as the one that 
struck News of The World, are excluded as News of The World, News International or News 
Corporation do not use Facebook in their communication. 
 
2.2 Criteria for choice of crises 
At the first stage in the selection process, the most important criterion was the size of the 
corporation and whether or not the corporation was directly responsible for the crisis. The 10 
largest corporations found through the internet research were then selected and the 
corporations which were not directly involved in the creation of the crises were deselected. 
Whether or not the corporation was responsible for the crises was regarded in terms of the 
reason and possible worsening of the crisis. 
 
Crises due to natural disasters and unexpected reactions from the public in response to actions 
of the corporation were not within the scope and were deselected at this stage. The ash cloud 
after the volcano, Eyjafjallajökull, which erupted in 2010 is an example of this. Even though 
airline companies responded differently, no airline company was solely responsible for the effect 
of the ash cloud on airline flights. The crisis is therefore of a different nature than the largest 
marine accident in the petroleum history. As later highlighted by a state investigation (URL 1), 
this accident was the result of a cost-benefit approach by one of the corporations responsible, 
BP Plc. When a corporation is solely or partly responsible for creating a crisis, the contents of 
the crisis communication and applied strategies are different compared to the ash cloud and 
SAS’ use of Facebook as a source of information to passengers and relatives. This is due to the 
placement of responsibility for the crisis. A crisis-stricken corporation consequently risks 
becoming the problem and not a part of a solution and needs to manoeuvre with this in mind. 
Furthermore, SAS does not suffer from a reduced credibility when the crisis strikes but can end 
up with a reduced credibility after the crisis, while the following three corporations all suffered 
from a reduced credibility directly because of the crises. 
 
At this stage in the selection of crises, three crises remained. The crises that hit Barclays, BP 
and G4S where all caused by the corporations in varying degree with Barclays as the 
corporation that had the highest degree of responsibility. 
 
2.3 Comparing the three corporations 
The three corporations can all be perceived as being industry leaders within their fields. Besides 
this, all of the three corporations: 
● can be considered large with a minimum of 83,400 employees 
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● are all public limited companies 
● have a long history varying from 112 to 323 years 
● have a large yearly revenue in the interval of $ 11,93 million up to $ 375 million 
● are multinational corporations as each operates in minimum 70 countries 
● have grown by purchasing smaller competitors 
 
The three corporations can all be classified as conservative runned businesses. This is due to 
several reasons such as their company type. Public limited companies often have complex 
internal and external communications paths in order to meet the requirements of stock 
exchanges. The communications paths are also time-consuming as all three corporations are 
comprised by up to 657,000 employees which are resident in up to 125 countries. Eventually, 
there is a clear focus on financial results of each corporation by the respective shareholders. 
This also forces the senior management of the corporations to reduce high-risk decisions and 
generally keep a low risk profile. 
 
The three corporations in numbers 
Corporation Yearly income Employees Type Founded Countries present 
Barclays $35,713 million 140,000 Plc. 1690  50 countries 
BP  $375,517 million 83,400  Plc. 1866  70 countries 
G4S  $12,046 million 657,000 Plc. 1901  125 countries 
 
Data Barclays: URL 4 & URL 5 
Data BP: URL 6 
Data G4S: URL 7 & URL 8 
 
2.4 Background on the crises 
2.4.1 Barclays 
On the 27th of June 2012, Barclays announced that it had received a fine of £290 million by the 
Financial Service Authority (FSA), Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and 
Department of Justice Fraud Section (DOJ) for fixing the LIBOR and EURIBOR rates from 2005 
up until 2009 (URL 4, 9 & 10). LIBOR is an abbreviation for London InterBank Offered Rate. 
LIBOR is a benchmark for the average rate of which major banks can fund their bank activities. 
6 to 18 of the largest international banks make up a panel that reports an average rate for 
acquiring unsecured funding. The largest banks reports individual rates on every business day 
in 10 currencies in 15 different time frames. The many reports are then compiled by Thomson 
Reuters which excludes the 25 % highest and lowest rates and then calculates the average. 
LIBOR is important as it is the basis of a series of loans to the banks’ customers ranging from 
car loans to mortgages. The different banks adds an extra rate to LIBOR which makes it 
possible for the bank to earn money on their lending activities. (URL 11) 
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2.4.2 British Petroleum (BP) 
On the 20th of April 2010, a fire and subsequent explosion at the Deepwater Horizon semi-
submersible oil rig caused a blowout from a deep-sea oil well (URL 12). The oil rig was operated 
by a different contractor, Transocean. However, a state investigation concluded that BP had 
acted irresponsibly during the drilling process (URL 3, p. 125). At the time of the explosion, 11 
oil rig workers were killed and 17 workers were injured (URL 13). The blowout was not stopped 
before the 15th of July. It was first after releasing almost 5 million barrels of oil. The Interior 
Department agency which is responsible for the regulation of offshore drilling activities 
announced that the well was completely shut off on the 15th of September, 2010 (URL 12). The 
5 million barrels of crude oil polluted the coastlines of Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi and 
Florida. This affected tourism and fishing at a time when these industries were recovering from 
the credit crisis of 2008. (URL 28) 
 
2.4.3 G4S 
Two weeks before the opening ceremony of the Olympics of 2012 in London, G4S announced 
that it would not be able to recruit the necessary amount of private guards. Whistleblowers in 
G4S described a poor organised recruitment process where individuals training to become 
private guards for G4S fall asleep and did not pay attention during class. The shortage of private 
guards forced the UK government to take action and call in local police forces and military 
personnel. (URL 15) G4S was later met with a claim of £ 50 million due to non-compliance of 
the £ 277 million contract (URL 16). As a result of the failure to recruit the private guards, the 
chief operating officer, David Taylor-Smith, and managing director for G4S Global Events, Ian 
Horseman-Sewell, resigned (URL 17). In the wake of the crisis, the committee chairman, Keith 
Vaz of the Commons Home Affairs suggested that G4S should be “blacklisted” in the future 
when other government contracts were outsourced (URL 18). 
 
2.5 General characteristics of the three crises 
2.5.1 Responsibility 
As it appears from the above accounts, all three corporations were solely accountable for the 
crises that struck them. Barclays intentionally seeked to increase profits and the 
creditworthiness of the bank. Also, rate fixing continued over several years which diminished the 
likelihood that the management was unaware of the misconduct. The large fines Barclays 
received from the US and UK authorities for the misconduct also assisted the placement of 
responsibility for the crisis. 
 
First, BP has been responsible for a number of recent explosions and accidents on their 
upstream (Caspian Sea blowout, 2008) and downstream sites (Texas City chemical leak, 2010). 
As the general contractor, BP is responsible for the Oil Spill. Also argued by the Oil Spill 
Commission (p. 115 in URL 3), BP made mistakes when preparing the oil well, when drilling the 
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oil well and during the temporary abandonment of the oil well. The public statements by Tony 
Hayward, who was the CEO at the time, also directed the publics’ attention to BP’s risk 
assessment which could be described as debatable: “The Gulf of Mexico is a very big ocean. 
The amount of volume of oil and dispersant we are putting into it is tiny in relation to the total 
water volume” (URL 19). BP also received a fine of $4,5 billion in november 2012 for the 
misinterpretation during the temporary abandonment of the Macondo well (URL 20). Again this, 
highlights the responsibility of BP for the crisis. 
 
Eventually, the failure to meet the contract with the LOCOG (London 2012 Organising 
Committee) clearly put the responsibility on G4S. G4S had underestimated the time necessary 
for recruiting the security guards and also communicated this only two weeks before the 
deadline. The responsibility for the non-compliance of the contract is therefore solely on G4S. 
This is also documented by the subsequent fine G4S received. 
 
2.5.2 Compensation 
All of the three corporations are not in a position to compensate the affected stakeholders. The 
crises caused by the corporations all inflicted permanent damage on the surroundings of the 
corporations. For instance, Barclays are not in a financial situation where it would be possible to 
provide a full compensation for the rate fixing. This is due to the high amount of stakeholders 
that have been affected by the rate fixing as the misconduct began in 2005 and lasted at least 4 
years. The effects of rate fixing on the increase in creditworthiness is also based on estimations 
which makes it almost impossible to predict the exact creditworthiness of Barclays without the 
misconduct. It is also difficult to hold Barclays accountable when the rate fixing affected 
underlying financial instruments which other financial instruments are based partly or entirely 
on. 
 
The Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico is of a magnitude which makes it impossible for BP as a 
single agent to completely restore the Gulf. This is particularly due to the environmental impact 
that has killed an unidentified number of animals belonging to an unknown number of species. 
This cannot be undone. The death of animals also affected the economy of the fishing industry, 
tourism as well as caused possible health hazards of volunteer workers, BP workers, 
government officials and local communities. (URL 28) Exposure to dangerous chemicals is also 
difficult to rehabilitate because the chemicals can have latent effects that will not be evident 
before many years. 
BP created a trust and allocated $20 billions “to cover individual, business, and government 
claims as well as litigation settlements and natural resource damages from the spill” (URL 21). 
At first glance, this trust appeared to have the sole purpose of compensating the affected 
stakeholders. However, as mentioned below, the purpose was more likely to reduce the risk of 
litigations from stakeholders to a minimum. As written in the quote, all receivers of resources 
from the trust loses the right to file lawsuits against BP. 
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Upon the Effective Date, the Parties also agree to take all actions and steps necessary 
to obtain dismissal of all other lawsuits that are pending and/or may be filed against BP, 
arising out of, due to, resulting from, or relating in any way to, directly or indirectly, the 
subject matter of the Deepwater Horizon Economic Litigation [...] (Settlement 
Agreement, p. 81, URL 22) 
 
To sum up, the compensation from BP is more a legal settlement than it is a compensation to 
the affected stakeholders. BP cannot compensate the affected stakeholders in other ways than 
donating money. However, as the crisis has damaged the environment and the affected 
stakeholders on many areas, a full compensation for the crisis would never be possible (URL 
28). 
 
The crisis that hit G4S is also of a magnitude that cannot be undone. G4S had to reject 
numerous applications for the jobs as security guards during the last two weeks before the 
opening ceremony. These applicants cannot be compensated as the main reason for applying 
was to be a part of the Olympics. As the previous Olympics was held in London 65 years ago 
many applicants might not live to experience the next Olympics in London. This could fuel the 
stakeholders’ frustrations and aggressiveness towards G4S making the crisis impossible for 
G4S to compensate as the symbolic salaries were not the reason for the applications. 
Furthermore, the public and other stakeholders are also hard to compensate as the assignment 
given to G4S was of an unequivocal character. 
3 The corporations’ use of social media 
The three corporations all apply a wide range of social media spanning from Twitter, Facebook, 
Google+, Flickr and YouTube. However, all three corporations focus on Facebook which 
constitutes their backbone of social media efforts. 
 
It is apparent that all three corporations seek to bridge their long history with the present. This 
can be seen by the vertical time bar to the right. This bar describes important years and 
milestones in the corporations’ development up until now. Each decade or year includes an 
informative text and some are accompanied by a photography relevant for the event. 
 
The three corporations apply a different strategy in terms of allowing visitors to post on their 
Facebook pages. It is only possible for visitors to post content on Barclays’ Facebook page. BP 
and G4S have both disabled this function which entails that visitors have to comment on the 
corporations’ posts if they want to voice their opinion. The age of the different Facebook pages 
also vary. Here, BP has been on Facebook page since the 29th of June 2009 while G4S has 
been on Facebook since 2nd of August 2011 and Barclays since the 16th of September 2011. 
 
An overview of the 3 corporations’ use of their Facebook profiles during the crises. 
Corpor Degre Users Use of Daily 
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3.1 Barclays’ use of Facebook 
The most predominant themes on Barclays’ Facebook page are personalisation of Barclays’ 
financial products, advice on finance and topics related to prioritisation of finance and 
expenditures. Facebook functions as the point of departure for staying updated on the Barclays 
universe. However, the use of opening hours on a Facebook page stand outs when compared 
to the attitude of the other crisis-stricken corporations. The fonts, font colours and layout on 
Facebook also recurs on the Barclays’ website and other communication channels.  
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Screenshot 1 of Barclays’ Official Facebook Page, app. Barclays: FPBarclays 
 
 
 
3.2 BP’s use of Facebook 
BP has two Facebook accounts, one for the US and one for the entire corporation. The BP 
America page is the largest in terms of the number of likes from visitors and the frequency of 
BP’s posts. BP America will therefore be used as a case-study due to the size and amount of 
content relating to the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. From reading BP’s presentation of the 
Facebook page, it is clear that the cardinal points is the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and a focus 
on creating stable energy resources and adding value to a challenged economy. Throughout the 
Facebook page, BP is striving for a green profile. This is also exemplified with a green and 
yellow logo. However, the large photo of an oil rig worker could be perceived as a contrast to 
this image.  
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Screenshot 2 of BP’s Official Facebook Page, app. BP: FPBP 
 
 
 
 
3.3 G4S’ use of Facebook 
Throughout G4S’ social platforms, it is clear that the emphasis is on employer branding. There 
is a rich abundance of media showing different facets of working for G4S in many different 
countries and industries spanning from new job openings in the US to career centers in Greater 
China (app. G4S: G4Spost1Jul12 & G4SJul30). G4S also wants to give the impression that 
G4S employees send photos when at work to the Facebook page (app. G4S: G4S9Aug). At the 
beginning of the crisis, G4S tried to direct visitors and their comments to a different Facebook 
page that was solely setup for the Olympics (App. G4Spost2Jul12). 
 
Generally, the content of G4S’ posts does not vary significantly and is centered on new job 
positions and guidance on how to and where to apply for jobs within G4S’ many areas of 
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businesses.
 
Screenshot 3 of G4S’ Official Facebook Page, app. G4S: FPG4S 
 
 
4. The content analyses 
The three different Facebook pages are different in structure and activity. For instance, BP’s 
Facebook page is larger than the three other cases combined. This challenges the data 
collection and the demand for data saturation. Furthermore, the lengths of the crises spanned 
from around 2 weeks up to over 5 months due to the different reasons and character of each 
crisis. This has impacted the extent of the relevant empirical data causing the short crises to 
have less empirical data than the longer crises. Common for G4S and Barclays was that all of 
the Facebook data relating to the crises was included in the content analysis. This included an 
evaluation of corporations’ posts during the crisis and the visitors’ comments to these posts. 
With BP, a different approach had to be taken. Here, as used by Leth (2011), the monthly 
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Facebook post with the most comments was analysed from the period January 2011 to August 
2012. This equals 20 posts and 5.406 comments. 
 
4.1 Qualitative categorisation of messages 
The first stage in the content analysis was to identify the messages of each post from the crisis-
stricken corporation and identify any interaction with visitors in the stream of comments. This 
procedure created numerous messages that were subsequently categorised. The categories 
were then analysed to uncover possible communication strategies depending on message, 
presentation of message and application of narratives or literary devices. Each category thus 
represented an applied strategy with a varying volume of posts and comments to support this 
notion. In the analysis, posts that can be used as examples of these strategies will be included 
and analysed. 
 
5. Corporate social media platforms as news channels 
Due to the novelty of social media, corporate Facebook pages have not yet received a definite 
position within corporations’ communication. It could be argued that a corporate Facebook page 
is an instrument of advertising and marketing of products, a specified newschannel or center for 
customer service. It is likely that social media can manage all and many more functions due to 
the ability to perform customisations and the many possible outcomes of the conversations on 
Facebook. 
 
Today, Facebook has also become a large source for personalised news. Facebook enables 
users to subscribe to news sources that the users choose. Facebook users become fans of 
other individuals, organisations or companies that constantly disseminates offers, news and 
stories. To these Facebook users, social media can be perceived as an interactive and 
customisable news channel. This is confirmed by a study in 2011, by Streibel & Alnemr (2011) 
which also seeks to further increase the quality of personalised news from major social 
platforms. 
 
The most significant strength of corporate Facebook pages is the corporation’s complete control 
of content which is in stark contrast to the general news channels during a crisis. Here, 
journalists acts as gatekeepers that edit and select the corporate messages which the journalist 
and the newsdesk esteems to be of public interest. Reducing the power of this filter by using 
social media as an alternative news channel, could result in an exceptional step by the 
corporation towards an unhindered participation in the public debate. However, to have any 
effect in practice, this alternative news channel needs to have a market penetration within the 
relevant audiences which resembles the competing news channels. Facebook possess a 
sufficient market penetration to act as a competitor on news. 
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BP has already tried to increase market penetration of a key website that could be regarded as 
the promotion of a BP controlled news channel. However, this approach is costly and requires 
that a corporation accepts poor control of the outcome as it is uncertain how the visitors will 
respond to this action (URL). During the first months after the Macondo blowout, BP directed 
users of Google’s search engine to a website that described what activities BP had started to 
clean up in the Gulf of Mexico. The website contained informative videos with key BP staff, 
telephone numbers to hotlines, links to BP’s social media platforms and links to local news 
about the state of the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
If the market penetration of a news channel is increased, a major consequence could be an 
increase of awareness among the visitors of topics and messages regarded as favourable to the 
crisis-stricken corporation. An alternative news channel controlled by a corporation could then 
dispute facts and stories presented in the news or direct attention to other aspects of a crisis. 
 
5.1 Social media strategies 
If interaction between Facebook users and individuals, organisations and corporations are 
studied as a personalised news channel, then key terms within news research could be applied. 
However, terms from news research can solely be applied on interactions between Facebook 
users and individuals or corporations that are not acquaintances or friends. Private 
conversations are then excluded from this perception of Facebook and the focus is solely on 
public communication. 
 
 
 
6. Analysis 
6.1 Barclays 
6.1.1 Strategy 1: Denying the crisis 
On the 27th of June, Barclays informed the public about the rate fixing and the fine from the 
authorities in a press release. However, on Barclays’ corporate Facebook page, the settlement 
was not mentioned by the moderators before a post on the 6th of July (Appendix 
BarclaysPost1Jul6). In fact, Barclays refrained from posting or commenting 10 days after the 
press releases from Barclays and the different involved authorities. 
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During this silence, visitors informed of the settlement through other sources expressed their 
viewpoints of the scandal on other posts that concerned Barclays financial products. Numerous 
visitors also used the possibility of posting on Barclays Facebook page. The visitors used 
Barclays own communication as a point of departure to express their frustration and anger with 
the misconduct. An example of such a reaction can be seen in screenshot 5 below. 
 
The day before press releases from Barclays and the authorities announced the fine, Barclays 
published a series of posts (app. Barclays: BarclaysPost1-3Jun26). Barclays’ Facebook 
communication seeked to educate their visitors on how to prioritise finance and expenditures by 
using everyday examples such as a HR manager as seen in screenshot 4. The posts described 
the interests of the fictive character “Dan” and how “Dan” could change small everyday habits to 
afford tickets for festivals etc. as seen below. 
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Screenshot 4 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Barclays: BarclaysPost2Jun26 
 
 
Screenshot 5 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Barclays: BarclaysP2comm2Jun26 
 
It could be argued that the visitor in screenshot 5 derails Barclays’ intended discussion by 
ridiculing the fictive character. Instead of branding Barclays as a bank that is trying to maximise 
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the economic latitude of their customers, the commentator uses the information provided in the 
story of the HR manager to place the focus on the misconduct by Barclays. 
 
It is likely that a derailing of the intended discussion could have been reduced or completely 
avoided if Barclays had addressed their press releases with their Facebook communication. 
This lack of synchrony between two communication platforms could either be unintended or 
intended. Given the size and resources of Barclays, the latter option is the most likely. 
Refraining from communicating on Facebook in the following 10 days after the fine could also 
be a strategy to keep a lid on the attention on the settlement. It could be that Barclays attempted 
to keep the Facebook page free from this topic by trying to reduce the attention and discussion 
of the rate fixing to a minimum. However, it appears that Barclays had underestimated the 
visitors’ interest for the rate fixing. Barclays also lost all control with the discussions on their 
Facebook page by not posting or commenting and could therefore not prevent the negative 
sentiment to get out of control. It could also be claimed that the lack of communication in the 
first 10 days of the crisis transformed the Facebook page into a pin-up board where the visitors 
exerted complete control of which direction the discussions should take. 
 
In contrast to Facebook, releasing the settlement through a press release reduces the publics’ 
possibility of entering a dialogue with Barclays on the settlement. It could therefore be stated 
that Barclays had intentions to minimise dialogue concerning the settlement and intended to 
hide the news from the Facebook visitors. When Barclays avoid communicating on dialogic 
communication platforms, it could also be stated that Barclays expected the frustration and 
anger from the visitors would be reduced and ultimately forgotten. Evidence supporting this 
claim can be found on the next page in screenshot 6, where Barclays writes that: “we cannot 
discuss this matter in any further detail” and refers to the News Archive on Barclays’ homepage. 
 
6.1.2 Strategy 2: Closure 
Barclays repeatedly emphasises that the settlement requires that Barclays do not discuss the 
fine as shown in the screenshot below (screenshot 5 & BarclaysP1comm1Jul24). However, it is 
not mentioned in any of the public announcements on the fine by the FSA, CFTC and DOJ that 
the settlement requires that Barclays do not publishes more information about the fine (URL 23, 
24 & 25). Moreover, any actions that could create more transparency about the misconduct are 
unlikely to receive opposition from the authorities as it could help with the investigation of other 
banks that are suspected to have conducted similar misconducts. 
 
As seen in the screenshot below, Barclays’ actions on Facebook could be evaluated as self-
contradictory when Barclays states that “under the terms of the settlement we cannot discuss 
this matter in any further detail” (screenshot 6) and refers to a PDF file on 24 pages that gives a 
detailed account on EURIBOR and LIBOR submissions and what the problem was according to 
Barclays. 
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Screenshot 6 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. BarclaysPost1Jul6 
 
On the one hand, Barclays states that the settlement cannot be discussed due to the authorities 
but still links to an extensive account composed by Barclays. There can be many reasons for 
Barclays to claim this. A conspicuous reason could be that Barclays intend to curb the 
discussion on the rate fixing on Facebook. Another reason could be that Barclays seeks to 
direct visitors which seeks more information about the settlement to a different medium. The 24-
page account of the fine and the reason for the fine seen from Barclays perspective is also a 
one-way medium like the press release. This could restrain these visitors’ ability and motivation 
to publish their viewpoints directly on Facebook. Such a strategy could be risky as Barclays 
would give up all possibilities of influencing these visitors if the visitors turn to communication 
platforms that are not controlled by Barclays. It could also entail that some of these visitors read 
parts or the whole document and as a result altered parts or their entire perception of the rate 
fixing. 
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6.1.3 Strategy 3: Emphasis framing 
According to Entman (1993, p. 52), the key concepts in framing is the selection and salience of 
parts of a totality. These two key concepts lead Entman to a definition of framing as: 
 
“to select some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a 
communicating text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal 
interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the item 
described” 
(Entman, 1993, p. 52). 
 
The definition set forth by Entman above, is a generally accepted definition of framing. 
Druckman (2001, p. 230) has subsequently nuanced framing into two subcategories; emphasis 
framing and equivalency framing. The definition by Druckman (2001, p. 230) entails that 
emphasis framing is equal to stressing the importance of a part of deliberations that are 
pertinent in a given context. This enables the sender of the communication to affect the 
receivers’ focus on these deliberations when the receivers form perceptions and attitudes 
towards a subject. (Druckman, 2001, p. 230) 
 
When applying the above notion of framing to Barclays’ Facebook post (screenshot 6), it could 
be argued that Barclays’ expounding of the misconduct and subsequent fine seeks to highlight a 
particular moral evaluation that is advantageous to Barclays. Highlighting a moral evaluation in 
a time of crisis could direct attention away from topics that give rise to negative perceptions of 
Barclays. An example could be a discussion of what benefits gained Barclays by rate fixing the 
LIBOR and EURIBOR. Such a discussion could make it difficult for Barclays to claim that the 
rate fixing was the result of the misconduct by a small group of employees and not the actions 
of senior management. 
 
It should also be noted that Barclays also uses emphasis framing by omitting the fact that this is 
the largest fine in the history of the FSA. The crisis that struck Barclays could be characterised 
by relying on press coverage to a large extent. This is due to the press releases that triggered 
the crisis and because the complex technicalities of the LIBOR and EURIBOR are not easily 
understood. The press coverage from newspapers and news stations is therefore a more 
pedagogical account of how Barclays earned money or increased creditworthiness by rate fixing 
the two most important rates. Few of the visitors on Barclays’ Facebook page refer to external 
sources and appear to have read the three press releases from the coalition of authorities that 
fined Barclays. If the visitors do not orient themselves on the misconduct by Barclays and 
mainly rely on news sources, then it is likely that Barclays’ emphasis framing will be effective in 
leaving the visitors with a more positive account of the misconduct than the authorities. The 
visitors lack of knowledge on the procedures that Barclays manipulated to increase profits could 
be coined by another term by Druckman. Citizen competence describes how individuals relate 
critical to arbitrary information and qualify to make well-informed decisions (Druckman, 2001, p. 
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232-233). In the case with Barclays, citizen competence could entail that the claim that Barclays 
cannot discuss the fine any further due to the settlement could be challenged (screenshot 6). 
 
By using emphasis frames, it cannot be argued that Barclays are manipulating the Facebook 
visitors that could be defined as incompetent citizens. A less bombastic statement, could be that 
Barclays refer to “some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient” as coined in 
the definition of framing by Entman (1993, p. 52). Still, visitors unaware of the general press 
coverage of the rate fixing could have a less critical perception of Barclays’ misconduct than 
competent citizens and therefore be more likely to agree with Barclays’ due to the constructed 
emphasis frame. 
6.1.4 Strategy 4: Equivalency framing 
Equivalency framing refers to the application of “different, but logically equivalent, words or 
phrases” which contains an identical message or content (Druckman 2001, p. 230). In the post 
(screenshot 6), Barclays use the words “settlement” and “events” when referring to the 
misconduct. It could be claimed that this choice of words are an application of equivalency 
framing as “settlement” and “events” are logically equivalent to “fine” and “misconduct”. The 
words might appear to be identical but the words used by the authorities are most often used 
within the system of justice while Barclays’ wording can be used in many situations. Barclays’ 
wording does therefore not give information on what type of actions that were committed and 
how serious the authorities regarded this. 
 
Studies suggest that the effects of equivalency framing are involuntary and subconscious 
changes in preferences or perception on a given topic (Druckman 2001, p. 234). It is therefore 
not likely that the effects of this strategy can be determined through the available data on 
Barclays’ Facebook page. However, Druckman (2001, p. 234) also highlights that equivalency 
framing are discrete and subtle as frames can be chosen and promoted without resistance from 
the audience group. Even though, the effects of equivalency framing might be difficult to 
determine, this does not imply that the effects are less significant. 
 
Barclays application of equivalency framing could be perceived as an attempt to defuse the 
crisis by providing a neutral and general account of the unlawful rate fixing. The fine itself, is 
also described as a “settlement” and not a fine by a coalition of authorities from different 
countries. A likely effect of the equivalency framing of “fine” as a “settlement” could be a 
strengthening of the perception that Barclays had the option to negotiate with the coalition of 
authorities. Such a perception is in contrast to a “fine” which is non-negotiable and signals a 
different power balance between the Barclays and the coalition of authorities. It could therefore 
be argued that Barclays apply equivalency frames to inform the visitors and concurrent with this 
influence the visitors’ perception of the fine. In continuation thereof, it could also be argued that 
Barclays’ seeks to construct equivalency frames that deprive Barclays of their responsibility for 
rate fixing and play down the severity of the crime. 
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The FSA applies a different equivalency frame compared to Barclays. In a press release from 
the FSA, the actions of Barclays is described as “misconduct” and it is mentioned that the fine is 
the largest in the history of the FSA. FSA also describe how senior management affected the 
rate submissions during the financial crisis. (URL 23) The account by the FSA is therefore 
different than Barclays’ and helps to highlight how the equivalency frame created by Barclays 
alters the perception of severity and responsibility. 
 
6.1.5 Strategy 5: Mortification 
8 days after the first official comment on the fine, Barclays posted an open letter on their 
Facebook page (screenshot 7). The open letter is also distributed in a press release on the 
same day. In contrast to the post captured by screenshot 6, Barclays appear to have 
synchronised the distribution of press releases with the posts on Facebook as the open letter 
and press release are published simultaneously (URL 4A). It is therefore likely that Barclays has 
reacted to the overweight of negative posts and comments during the first 10 days of the crisis 
where Barclays did not communicate on Facebook. The posting of an open letter on Facebook 
could be a way to secure that the visitors see the message and discuss it. Eventually, this 
procedure could be characterised as a realisation of the need to address the crisis rather 
holding on to the first approach where Barclays refused to communicate about the crisis despite 
the pressure from the visitors. This decision is also supported by a study by Benoit (1997, p. 
158) which concluded that refusing to communicate on the crisis (simple denial) is among the 
least effective strategies in terms of image restoration. 
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Screenshot 7 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. BarclaysPost1Jul14 
 
In the one of the first posts (screenshot 6), Barclays informed the visitors that all comments 
relating to the fine had been read and that Barclays accepted the full responsibility for the 
misconduct which resulted in the fine. Barclays’ ability to see the crisis from their customers’ 
perspective is further emphasised by an additional posts concerning the rate fixing (screenshot 
7). This could be identified as an attempt to dampen the visitors’ resentment by meeting their 
perceptions on the crisis. Theories within image restoration argues that such procedures could 
help to repair the damages inflicted on the image of a crisis-stricken corporation such as 
Barclays. Benoit (1997a, p. 40) has developed a typology of the different strategies that can be 
applied to understand which strategies can be used during a crisis and with what effects. There 
exists a range of typologies with varying degree of detail. The image restoration theory of Benoit 
(1997a) has been selected, as it is considered to have a suitable level of abstraction. 
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Barclays state in the post that all comments have been read and that they understand the 
customers’ reaction. This statement is repeated and elaborated in the post with the open letter 
(screenshot 7). These statements could be a method to substantiate the acceptance of 
responsibility and apology which are repeated throughout the two posts (screenshot 6 & 7). 
When applying the framework of Benoit (1997b, p. 156), mortification shares several similarities 
with Barclays’ expressions of responsiveness and apology. Benoit (1997c, p. 254) defines 
mortification as the concession of a wrongful act and as asking for forgiveness. Mortification 
often includes statements of remorse over the consequences of the act or responsibility for the 
problem as defined by Benoit (1997c, p. 254). Normally, a possible pitfall and reason not to 
apply mortification are the fear of legal actions as mortification could be interpreted as an 
acceptance of responsibility for the crisis (Dardis & Haigh, 2008, p. 105). For Barclays, this is 
not a risk as Barclays prior to the posts has received an unprecedented fine. The fine has also 
removed the risk of receiving responsibility for an action after mortification. The placement of 
responsibility was implied in the fine which therefore paved the way for Barclays to apply 
mortification without the presence of such an additional risk. Furthermore, Lyon and Cameron 
(2004) found that responses that include the use of mortification are received more favorably 
when compared to defensive responses that do not apply mortification. More specifically, a 
study by Benoit (1997b) showed that mortification is the most effective image restoration 
strategy when restoring the image after a misconduct. To Barclays’ advantage, the responsibility 
for the misconduct was placed when Barclays received the fine, which enabled Barclays to 
apply mortification without the risk of creating a basis for additional lawsuits. 
 
Denying the responsibility for the misconduct could therefore be a difficult and ineffective image 
restoration strategy for Barclays rather than mortification as three different authorities would 
make objections against such a claim. Barclays would also be risking a larger fine as the bank 
received a discount of 30 % for cooperating during the investigation. This must be because 
Barclays knew that the authorities would eventually unravel the unlawfulness. A study by Benoit 
(1997b) also found that denial is among the least effective image restoration strategies which 
further makes it less attractive for Barclays to apply. However, if the investigation by the 
authorities was in progress, then it is not likely that Barclays would have applied mortification. 
The long investigation and the limited attention it received while it was ongoing therefore turns 
out to be a significant advantage to Barclays’ subsequent efforts to restore the image by turning 
to mortification. Applying mortification during an investigation in progress would remove 
uncertainty of the responsible party and also what the party was responsible for. But when the 
investigation has been ongoing for a longer period of time and reveals a clear conclusion, the 
choice of image restoration strategy needs to reflect that to be able to maintain credibility after 
the crisis. Barclays did not appear to have much choice in terms of dealing with the placement 
of responsibility for the crisis. The three authorities had also synchronised their press releases 
to create a maximum impact on the press coverage which would have made it hard to evade 
responsibility for the misconduct. 
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6.1.6 Strategy 6: Corrective action 
According to research by Benoit (1997b), the most effective strategy within image restoration 
after mortification is corrective action. Benoit (1997d, p. 181) defines corrective action as 
reparation of the damages that the actions have caused or steps to ensure the actions cannot 
be repeated with equal damages as a consequence. It could be argued that Barclays partially 
applies corrective action as it is mentioned in screenshot 1 that “new systems and processes 
are now in place” (screenshot 6). In the open letter in screenshot 7, the intentions and 
consistency to ensure that the misconduct cannot be repeated are also repeated and 
emphasised. 
 
It is not possible for Barclays to fully apply corrective action as the citizens, companies, 
organisations and governments affected by the misconduct cannot all be identified due to the 
indefinite character of the crisis. By emphasising that Barclays has taken steps to ensure the 
misconduct cannot be repeated and by apologising, Barclays uses a combination of image 
restoration strategies while maximising the opportunities for using the most effective image 
restoration strategies. This is due to the fact that the damages by the rate fixing cannot be 
compensated but Barclays can still apologise and communicate why the misconduct will not 
occur again. It is therefore likely that this combination of mortification and corrective action will 
receive a more positive feedback than other image restoration strategies or frames. 
 
From an emphasis framing perspective, it could be claimed that Barclays seeks to support the 
corrective action by creating an emphasis frame. This emphasis frame entails that the rate fixing 
is a former practice and has not been conducted in the last couple of years. Barclays emphasis 
frame is supported by the many years it took for the authorities to unravel the misconduct which 
was first announced 4-8 years after the misconduct came to an end. In the post in screenshot 6, 
Barclays also stresses that this time has made it possible for Barclays to create and ensure 
“new systems and processes are now in place” which means that the misconduct cannot be 
repeated again (screenshot 6). It could be argued that it is implicit in this statement that 
Barclays has had the time to correct the employees that acted illegally and implement measures 
to ensure rate fixing would not be possible. The conclusion that the rate fixing came to an end in 
early 2009 also enables Barclays to emphasise that the focus of Barclays remains on the 
customers, as it is implicit that the change in Barclays has been implemented to secure that the 
customers are the main concern (screenshot 6, 7 & URL 24). 
 
The account of how “new systems and processes” ensure that the misconduct cannot be 
repeated could be also another example of emphasis framing (screenshot 6). This is due to the 
fact that the CFTC “requires Barclays to implement measures to ensure that its submissions are 
transaction-focused, based upon a rigorous and honest assessment of information and not 
influenced by conflicts of interest” (URL 25). The internal change in Barclays is therefore not a 
product of Barclays intention to secure that such a misconduct cannot be repeated. Rather, it is 
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a product of pressure from the authorities that fined Barclays for violating the law. However, this 
is not the perception one could obtain from screenshot 6 (see also app. BarclaysP1Jul6). 
Rather, Barclays makes it appear as if the motivation to implement these new systems and 
processes is a corrective action by Barclays to comply with the demands of the visitors. 
 
When reviewing the comments from visitors in the period 25th of June to the 26th of July, only 
one commentator refers to the statements from the authorities. This commentator expresses 
indignation over the extent of the rate fixing and does not address Barclays’ misrepresentation 
of the press releases from the involved authorities (app. BarclaysP1comm5Jul6). The majority 
of these comments are short and appear to be impulsive utterances with limited concrete 
information. It is therefore likely that the visitors regard Barclays as having taken partly 
corrective action despite the fact that Barclays solely followed the conditions of the settlement 
with the authorities. As this appears to be unnoticed by the visitors on Facebook, it is likely that 
the emphasis framing of Barclays’ implementation of new systems and procedures is successful 
in the reparation of Barclays image. 
 
6.1.7 Strategy 7: Conformity 
After the moderators of Barclays’ Facebook page had informed it’s visitors on the settlement 
with the Financial Services Authority (FSA), the US Commodity Futures Trading Commission 
(CFTC) and the United States Department of Justice Fraud Section (DOJ), the moderators of 
Barclays’ Facebook page commented on ongoing conversations on other posts (App. 
BarclaysP1Comm1Jul11, BarclaysP1Comm7Jun27 & BarclaysP2Comm2Jun26). In all three 
comments, Barclays tried to calm down the commentators by stating that their voices were 
heard and attempted to close the discussion by stating that Barclays “cannot discuss this matter 
in any further detail” (screenshot 8). An example of this can be seen in the comment below. 
 
 
Screenshot 8 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Barclays: BarclaysP1Comm7Jun27 
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Throughout the period after the press release that announced the fine, Barclays continuously 
urged visitors to abide by their so-called “House Rules” (screenshot 8 above). These actions 
could be characterised as an act of exerting pressure on the visitors to behave in a way that is 
desired by Barclays. Exerting pressures on others in a social setting is a research field that Stiff 
& Mongeau (2003) has investigated. Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 200) claim that individuals often 
change attitudes due to pressure in social settings. According to Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 199), 
groups of individuals interchange values, beliefs and goals in social settings. This research is 
relevant to the conversations on Barclays’ Facebook page, as it is a social platform where social 
pressure can be exerted among the participants in the discussions. 
 
In regard to the consequences of this pressure, Stiff & Mongeau (2003) also claims that over a 
period of time, interchanged values, beliefs and goals will develop collective standards or norms 
that are esteemed as exemplary. The interaction among participants in a discussion will then 
experience social pressure to conform to these values, beliefs and goals (Stiff & Mongeau, 
2003). If this process takes place on Barclays Facebook page, a possible consequence of social 
pressure to conform could be that visitors and their interactions will play a significant role in 
restoring the image of Barclays. However, it would require that the moderators of Barclays or 
visitors positive towards Barclays exert pressure on other visitors to conform to viewpoints or 
actions that are aiding Barclays’ image restoration. 
 
On Barclays Facebook page, the moderators frequently use their responses to the massive 
criticism as a chance of enforcing their “House Rules” (app. Barclays: 
BarclaysP1comm7Jun27). The enforcement of Barclays’ “House Rules” can also be seen as an 
example on the use of compliance to impact the commentators’ behaviour on Facebook. Here, 
the moderators on Barclays’ Facebook page are explicit about the implications of not 
commentating in concordance with their rules for commenting. It is therefore likely that some 
visitors could experience this continuous enforcement as a social pressure to behave in 
concordance with Barclays’ “House Rules”. A consequence of this could be that these visitors 
alters their behaviour and refrain from violating the “House Rules” in order not to be punished by 
being blocked from Barclays’ Facebook page. 
 
As seen in the screenshot 9 below, Barclays also address individuals which Barclays identifies 
as violating these “House Rules”. Comments such as the one below, could make an example 
that other visitors might subsequently follow. The visitors can also evaluate to what extent 
moderators will perceive their comments and deal with the ones that are violating the “House 
Rules”. This is because the comment by the visitor that was addressed might serve as an 
example of how the “House Rules” should be interpreted according to Barclays. In the post 
below, it could also be claimed that Barclays gives a harsh response by using words such as 
“inflammatory”, “profanities” and “threatening” (screenshot 9). The comment was deleted after 
Barclays comment, so it is not possible to review the comment and evaluate whether this harsh 
response was justifiable. However, the comment could exert a social pressure on the 
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commentator to change the behaviour that caused the harsh response prospectively.
 
Screenshot 9 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Barclays: BarclaysP1comm8Jun27 
 
A change in behaviour due to requests from Barclays like the one above could be defined as 
conforming when using the definition set forth by Stiff & Mongeau. Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 
199-200) defines conformity as “a change in attitude, belief, or behaviour as a function of real or 
perceived group pressure”. Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 200) further claims that it is the 
individuals’ perception of any pressure that is determining for conforming behaviour and not 
necessarily the evincing of statements by other individuals or factions. This indicates that it 
might not be all visitors that will conform to attempts of enforcement by Barclays and it is not 
likely that all visitors will experience the enforcements as a pressure. The degree of conformity 
is therefore linked with the way visitors process and understand the posts and response from 
Barclays. This could make it difficult to generalise on how visitors experience any social 
pressure as an evaluation of pressure happens individually. However, it is likely that a the 
majority of visitors will avoid the deletion of their comments and therefore comply with Barclays’ 
guidelines when they are continuously asked to do so. 
 
6.1.7.1 Shared norms 
On Barclays’ Facebook page, several conditions could give rise to the establishments of shared 
norms and the creation of social pressure. This is due to the presence of other Facebook 
commentators and the constant, explicit enforcement and other statements from Barclays’ 
moderators. The comments are visible to everyone visiting the Barclays’ Facebook page which 
could give rise to a formation of a shared set of norms among the visitors. This could in 
particular be clear if there was a shift in the balance of power due to a difference in the amount 
of commentators supporting the same side (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 199). Or if the corporation 
explicitly supports a group of individuals or if a fraction of commentators appear to be successful 
in dominating other visitors (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 199). 
 
6.1.7.2 Compliance 
When trying to pinpoint the longevity of changes in the visitors’ behaviour due to Barclays’ 
responses, the research of Kelman could be introduced (as cited in Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 
201). According to Kelman, the conformity process can be divided into three subcategories; 
compliance, identification and internalisation (as cited in Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 201). In 
regards to social media, compliance and identification appear to be applicable when seeking to 
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understand the possible effects of Barclays’ demand that the visitors abide by their “House 
Rules”. 
Compliance refers to the consent to be influenced in aid of achieving or obtaining something. 
However, the perceived risk of mistreatment can also be a motivation for complying to others’ 
influence. The individuals’ conformity shows not as an attitudinal change but solely in behaviour. 
This type of conformity is therefore among the most superficial types of conformity as it does not 
entail a change in attitudes but solely behaviour over a short timespan. (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, 
p. 201) 
 
An example of compliance could be when a visitor wants to use inappropriate language or 
disobey the “House Rules” of Barclays’ Facebook page. However, due to fear that a 
disobedience will result in a deletion of comments or objections from other visitors, the visitor 
complies with the rules formulated by Barclays. The visitor’s behaviour is changed because of 
the “House Rules” but the attitude towards Barclays is not changed. In this example, the 
perceived risk of comment deletion and/or reprisals generates a compliance to Barclays’ “House 
Rules”. However, a visitor employed at Barclays and who is connected to his or her manager on 
Facebook could be inclined to comment in favour of Barclays despite indignation of the actions 
of Barclays. This would be an example of compliance due to the ambition of a better relation to 
the manager at Barclays. As with the example with fear from deletion of comments, it is a 
superficial behaviour change and does not reflect an attitudinal change. According to Stiff & 
Mongeau (2003, p. 202), it is not likely that this type of change in behaviour will remain over 
time due to the notion that the individual will only comply as long as the perception of a possible 
benefit or mistreatment exists. The lifespan of this effect could therefore be limited in most 
situations (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 202). 
 
6.1.7.3 Identification 
Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 202) describes identification as the consent to be influenced in order 
to preserve a self-defining relationship with the influencer. This type of conformity is a more 
substantial and shows more extended effects than compliance. However, to maintain this type 
of conformity, the relationship needs to be sustained (Stiff & Mongeau, 2003, p. 202). It is 
therefore more demanding for this type of conformity to endure over long periods of time (Stiff & 
Mongeau, 2003, p. 202). It can not be ruled out that some visitors of Barclays consent to obey 
the “House Rules” to preserving a self-defining relationship with Barclays rather than due to fear 
of being blocked or having comments deleted. It is likely that this self-defining relationship could 
be linked to the visitors’ political position. This is because a dominant topic of the discussion 
among the visitors is the regulation of banks and how Barclays’ rate fixing necessitates this. In 
other words, the reasons for possible self-defining relationship could be numerous and are likely 
to be individual. 
 
Still, Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 201) found that established norms tend to retain outside of the 
group in which the collective set of values, beliefs and behaviour emerged. However, such 
incidents requires that a norm has been established previously. If a collective set of values, 
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beliefs and behaviour has not still emerged, then it is unlikely that individuals will experience a 
social pressure. (Stiff & Mongeau 2003) This notion is relevant in terms of Barclays social media 
activities as an increased longevity of conformity can create a bridge between social media and 
other mediums and social contexts. Barclays continuous enforcement of their “House Rules” in 
combination with a dominant coalition of visitors could downplay the negative comments to 
Barclays. Yet, Barclays begins to apply strategy that can be characterised as more offensive as 
seen in screenshot 10 below. 
 
 
Screenshot 10 of Barclays’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Barclays: BarclaysP1Comm2Jul11 
 
In the above discussion, Barclays makes 4 comments on the same post within 8 minutes. 
Barclays also writes the full names of the visitors which are addressed. By doing this, the 
visitors will receive notifications in their Facebook account informing about responses to the 
comments from Barclays. This strategy could increase the probability that visitors returns to the 
post and adds further comments to the conversation. (App. BarclaysP1comm2Jul11, 
BarclaysP1comm3Jul11 & BarclaysP1comm4Jul11) It also ensures that the visitors notices the 
feedback from Barclays. The instantaneous responses could also increase this probability as 
the visitors that commented might still be on Facebook a few minutes after they posted the 
comments. Evidence for this hypothesis can be found in the “likes” of Barclays’ posts. These 
“likes” comes from the visitors that were addressed by Barclays’ comments. 
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In the discussion of which the above comments is an extract of, it is apparent that the majority of 
comments focus on Barclays’ services for mobile devices. In contrast to previous discussions in 
the wake of other posts, Barclays appear to have unified the different topics that were begun 
immediately after the post into a discussion of the topic introduced by the post. It is likely that 
Barclays’ responses to commentators who comment in continuation of the posts’ topics could 
produce a pressure on visitors intending to criticise Barclays for the rate fixing. In other words, 
this could establish the norm that visitors ought to comply to the behaviour of other visitors and 
comment in relation to the posts and not discuss unrelated topics such as rate fixing. 
 
New visitors that visits Barclays’ Facebook page to state their disgust of Barclays’ rate fixing 
may hesitate if the majority of comments are positive and not related to rate fixing. Then it is 
possible that these visitors abandon their plans to write negative comments and either leave or 
read comments on Barclays’ products and services. Such actions could be categorised as 
conformity and depending on the visitors’ motivation to conform, this could be characterised as 
either compliance or identification. According to the concept of compliance, such visitors will not 
alter their perception of Barclays but merely refrain from posting negative comments due to fear 
of disputes with other commentators. A possible motivation to conform to the dominant topics in 
the discussions could also be identification with Barclays or other visitors. 
 
Perhaps these visitors will find another forum to state their disgust towards Barclays’ rate fixing. 
Again, such a tendency would further nourish positive comments on Barclays’ products and 
services when perceived as a collective norm. In other words, this could contribute to an upward 
spiral for Barclays’ image restoration. This is however, if Barclays manages to keep 
conversations going about Barclays’ products and services, and if this could exceed discussions 
of rate fixing in terms of quantity of comments. It is also a likely outcome that commentators on 
neutral or positive topics will participate more with instantaneous responses from Barclays’ 
Facebook moderators than without the responses. 
 
 
 
 
6.1.9 Part conclusion 
In the beginning of the crisis, Barclays had a poor degree of synchronisation between the 
different communication platforms. Barclays unveiled a lack of planning which created a 
pressure on the dialogic communication platforms such as social media. This pressure could 
have been avoided by planning and by implementing the strategies that are used later in 
Barclays’ crisis communication on Facebook such as equivalency framing, mortification, 
corrective action, emphasis framing, closure and conformity.  
 
Barclays’ use of mortification is a successful step to accede to the demands of the visitors. 
However, the execution of mortification is too formal and relies on communication mediums that 
do not appeal to dialogue. The posting of open letters from press releases on Facebook is an 
example on this. Barclays could have applied an active and personal approach with advantage. 
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For instance, there are numerous comments and posts that are ignored. These comments and 
posts could have received a personalised statement to reflect Barclays’ mortification. When 
Barclays refrain from doing so, it is not due to lack of resources. For instance, Barclays prioritise 
other strategies higher such as conformity where personalised statements are used to a large 
extent. Here, a change in Barclays’ conduct could have led to a greater benefit from the 
situation. 
 
Barclays displays good judgement when applying corrective action and emphasis framing. The 
use of these two strategies are well planned and Barclays are able to take advantage of the 
strategies’ full potential. However, Barclays deteriorated their point of departure by ignoring the 
crisis in the first 10 critical days. The decision to not address the crisis immediately clearly 
reduced the potential momentum of the subsequently applied strategies. The use of emphasis 
framing gradually helped getting the discussions back on the track where Barclays’ role in rate 
fixing and directions from the authorities slipped past unnoticed. This was conducted very 
elegantly by Barclays. 
 
In contrast, the continuous attempts to close the discussion of the fine by stating that Barclays 
could not discuss the fine are not exemplary. When the dialogue ultimately changes the general 
subjects, it is not because of Barclays’ explicit requests but rather due to the excellent use of 
creating conformity and encouragement of selected commentators. Barclays’ high activity level 
before the crisis further supports this development and is beneficial to restoring Barclays’ image.  
 
6.2. BP 
6.2.1 Strategy 8: Agenda-setting 
Through the course of the crisis, BP posts several news stories taken from a range of external 
sources with high credibility (app. BPPostJan31Y12, BPPostMar8Y12, BPPostMay8Y12 & 
BPPostApril1Y11). It could be stated that most of the posted news stories represents viewpoints 
that could be regarded as positive towards BP’s role in the crisis. For example, this strategy 
includes news reports of dolphins that have been rehabilitated and successfully released back 
to the Gulf of Mexico. This post can be seen on the next page (screenshot 11). To understand 
the possible motives for BP’s distribution of selected news stories, studies on agenda-setting 
could be introduced. Agenda-setting has primarily been applied within research on how news 
can influence the public’s perception of the importance of different issues and has roots in 
research on political elections (Nabi & Oliver 2009, p. 84-85). 
 
Rogers and Dearing coined agenda-setting as “a process through which the mass media 
communicates the relative importance of various issues and effects to the public” (Windahl, 
Signitzer & Olson, 2009, p. 254). If the ability of social media to distribute news is addressed, 
then this line of research could be applied to the interpretation of why BP posts news stories on 
their Facebook page during the crisis. The term “agenda” is defined as “a list of issues and 
events that are viewed at a point in time as ranked in a hierarchy of importance“ (Windahl et al., 
2009, p. 254). Even though BP could distribute news that related to more general developments 
in the response to oil spill, the focus on the successful rehabilitation of one dolphin could be an 
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instrument to affect the visitors’ perception of priorities. When following the definition set forth by 
Rogers and Dearing, a hierarchy of importance over the different issues could be constructed 
from the general news coverage of the oil spill. Such a hierarchy might not be advantageous to 
BP if topics such as more regulation of the oil industry and higher security requirements receive 
more press coverage from multiple news sources on the detriment of other topics. Moreover, it 
would not be beneficial to BP if the topic of regulation of the oil industry is considered more 
important by the visitors than the response team’s ability to quickly restore the Gulf of Mexico. 
The story of the dolphin could be evidence of the application of such a strategy.  
 
The news value of the news that are distributed on BP’s Facebook page are not likely to be 
equalled by the general public with other news reports during the crisis in terms of importance. 
This could be argued when comparing the post below with other news stories in the press 
coverage that focuses on larger events such as BP’s consecutive failures in blocking the stream 
of oil gushing from the Macondo Well. A story of one rehabilitated dolphin may therefore not be 
considered as important by the affected stakeholders. But by directing attention to such stories 
on Facebook, it could be argued that BP seeks to influence what the visitors perceives as 
important and also to distribute accounts of events that can constitute personal experiences for 
the visitors. It could also be that BP seeks to influence the interpersonal communication among 
the visitors on Facebook as well as interpersonal communication that occurs in contexts outside 
Facebook. In other words, it could be that visitors would discuss stories like the one below with 
friends and relatives that did not visit BP’s Facebook page.  
 
A common denominator for the news stories that BP distributes are also the focus on 
improvements caused by BP within 2 key areas. The character of the oil spill entailed that some 
sectors were more impacted than others. The most heavily damaged sectors in prioritised order 
included: the environment and the local economy (URL 28). Here, the environmental area 
included government reports on the spill, the environmental restoration and eventually energy 
use and sources in the U.S. The local economy includes topics such as seafood safety, tourism 
and BP’s compensation to affected individuals and companies. The news that are linked to from 
BP’s Facebook posts often relate to these two key areas. The post below is an example of a 
news story that targets the environmental area by focusing on rehabilitation of animals affected 
by the oil spill. 
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Screenshot 11 of the most commented post in February 2011. app. BP: BPpost1Feb17 
 
The post above is an example of how BP distributes a story to the visitors that probably would 
not receive much attention if it had not been for BP’s Facebook page. The story about the 
dolphin is documented through a YouTube video uploaded by the website, 
gulfspillrestoration.noaa.gov. This is a governmental website that collects and produces news 
reports about the progress in the Gulf of Mexico (URL 25A). The governmental website is also 
interesting in another aspect, as President Barack Obama could be interested in a swift 
handling of the oil spill in order to differentiate him from the previous President George Bush’s 
infamous response to the hurricane Katrina that struck New Orleans (URL 25B). Support for this 
claim could be found in the numerous governmental video material on the YouTube channel 
with different aspects on the restoration operations (URL 25C). This YouTube channels is 
valuable for BP as the use of governmental video material is an opportunity for BP to apply 
credible sources as a lever for an agenda that is beneficial to BP. 
 
Despite the U. S. government’s intentions to communicate progression in the restoration of the 
Gulf of Mexico, this source could be defined as more neutral than other sources of information 
during the crisis. Distributing stories like the one in screenshot 11 above could therefore help 
direct the visitors’ attention to events and topics that are not predominant in the general press 
coverage of the oil spill. This distribution of news stories on Facebook is not likely to directly 
alter the visitors’ perceptions of the oil spill as it is an isolated occurrence. It can also be argued 
that Facebook is a more fluctuating and superficial medium than many news sources (Streibel & 
Alnemr, 2011). However, a news distribution could influence what some visitors consider as 
important in relation to the oil spill.  
 
Benoit & Benoit (2008, p. 148) claims that “audiences are highly motivated towards topics when 
they are ego-involved in the issue, and this means they will be more likely to process the 
information centrally”. The influence of BP’s news distribution is therefore likely to be connected 
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with the visitors’ preferences which entails that visitors with an interest in the economic 
restoration of the Gulf might be prone to responding to news stories on that topic.  
 
Taking point of departure in the news story about the dolphin, a possible interpretation could be 
that the restoration is progressing and that the responders are doing a great job. In addition, it 
could also signal that it is possible for the involved parties to even restore the Gulf within 
sensitive areas such as the wildlife. This could be claimed to be a credible information as the 
source of the news report is the U.S. government and includes the interview with a Coast Guard 
(URL 25C). This mechanism could be understood by introducing research on agenda-setting 
when regarding the Facebook page as a medium to broadcast news stories that supports a 
particular perception of an event. In the case with BP, it could be argued that BP apply news to 
influence the visitors’ agenda.  
 
It is not likely that BP’s Facebook page will be successful in influencing the visitors’ perceived 
hierarchies of importance that are constructed by press coverage. However, as seen in the 
figure below, agendas exists within a range of different groups and institutions which makes it 
likely that BP could exert influence over the agenda of one group or institution. In a crisis such 
as the one that struck BP, several groups and institutions are represented from citizens to the 
government and different interest groups, corporations and lobby organisations.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 adopted from Windahl et al., 2009, p. 254  
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McQuail subsequently expanded the definition formulated by Rogers and Dearing when defining 
three other agendas; media agenda, public agenda and policy agenda. The media agenda 
refers to the prioritisation of the media on the basis of input from citizens, national or 
international corporations, organisations and other media. (as cited in Windahl et al., 2009, p. 
254) The press coverage of a national crisis such as the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, is a 
product of many different interests and agendas. According to this model, it could therefore be 
claimed that BP represents one unit in a landscape of multiple unique interests and agendas.  
 
As seen in figure 1, filters of the news media affects the public agenda which then again affects 
the policy agenda. It can also be noticed that interests and political groups also constitutes the 
policy agenda which also affects the media agenda. This is due to the work carried out by 
lobbyists seeking to promote an agenda beneficial to the particular interest or political group in 
the media. (Windahl et al., 2009, p. 254) In order to improve BP’s position during the crisis, it 
could be claimed that it is essential that these different agendas reflect topics advantageous to 
BP. If BP could influence the public’s agenda, then the interaction between the politicians and 
the publics would make it more likely that the political system would not tighten the laws that are 
relevant for the business of BP. However, this process is complex as the media agenda has a 
significant influence on what the public esteems noteworthy and important (Simons, & Jones, 
2011, p. 97). It is not impractical for the public to avoid the media agenda but it is difficult due to 
the pervasiveness of this type of agenda (Windahl et al., 2009, p. 255). Yet, on BP’s Facebook 
page many visitors seeks information and posts their viewpoints on the oil spill. This gives BP a 
possibility of communicating directly to the public without the filters of the media. BP does also 
not need to take objectivity and source criticism into consideration which gives BP more control 
over the distributed content than most news corporations.  
 
In figure 1, it can also be seen that all three agendas are subject to influence from several 
groups (Windahl et al., 2009, p. 254-255). It could be argued that BP is aware of these different 
sources of information and the experiences that adhere to these respective agendas. This is 
due to BP’s choice of posting of video material. By linking to a video and not the transcript or 
excerpt of an interview with the Coast Guard, it could be claimed that BP supplies the publics 
with personal experience on how the rehabilitation of the dolphin is carried out. As seen in figure 
1, personal experience can influence all three agendas which supports BP’s choice of posting a 
video account of the response. BP may therefore be interested in conveying more positive 
documentations of the restoration of the environment than encountered in the general press 
coverage of the oil spill.  
 
6.2.2 Strategy 6: Corrective action 
In the post below (screenshot 12), the CEO of BP addresses the oil spill and how BP intends to 
transform into a safer corporation. Such a statement could be defined as corrective action as 
the CEO explains how BP has learned from the oil spill and ensures a similar crisis cannot be 
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repeated. As mentioned in the analysis of Barclays (see p. 34), the term corrective action is 
derived from William Benoit’s typology of image restoration strategies (Benoit, 1997d, p. 179). 
 
Together with BP’s communication on their role in restoring the Gulf of Mexico, it could be 
argued that BP uses corrective action by stating that the crisis has resulted in procedures and 
insights that changes BP into a more responsible organisation. 
 
In the post below, BP also refers to the “lessons learned” (screenshot 12). Using this phrase in 
connection with the oil spill, it could be argued that BP seeks to rebuild trust by conveying that a 
similar crisis is less likely to occur after the Deepwater Horizon. The wording also implies that 
BP has learned something from the oil spill. By emphasising that BP has learned from the crisis, 
it could also be that BP tries to take an active role to avoid the perception of being passive after 
the crisis. If BP successfully manages to appear proactive by using corrective action, it is likely 
that BP’s image will be less damaged if BP succeeds in persuading the publics and state 
officials that BP has taken steps to make a recurrence of the crisis impossible. It could also 
entail that government regulators and the publics eventually would give BP more control over 
future laws and the new regulations. While on the other hand, if BP does not appear to listen 
and respond to the massive criticism, then BP might experience more difficulties when trying to 
influence government regulators as the perception of BP as an irresponsible corporation could 
be pervasive.  
 
On the basis of this, it could be claimed that such an application of corrective action is an 
example of using all aspects of corrective action. Eventually, it can be noted that BP refrains 
from applying mortification even though Benoit (1997b) found this image restoration strategy to 
be more efficient than corrective action. However, it could be claimed that at first look it appears 
as if BP takes corrective action a step further by also including the competitors of the 
corporation.  
 
An implicit message in BP’s statement could be that their competitors also needs to conduct 
business under the same conditions as BP when emphasising that a significant change only can 
occur if the industry changes. By such a statement, it could appear as if BP applied corrective 
action on a large scale than solely focusing on BP’s missteps. But on a deeper level, it is likely 
that BP is aware of the economic importance of competing under corresponding laws on a 
global market. In the oil business, scandinavian countries like Norway have much more 
restrictions on how the oil business is conducted than less developed countries. Laws 
concerning oil exploration like the one BP conducted with the Deepwater Horizon varies from 
country to country which could complicate international oil corporations’ businesses (URL 26). 
Eventually, when BP claims that the oil industry also needs to change, it could also be to a 
method to suggest that BP’s competitors have an advantage over BP by not choosing to 
prioritise safety to the same extent as BP. 
Kommentar [1]: Verner Leth: 
Insert final page number 
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Screenshot 12 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BP: BPpost1Apr12 
 
 
Besides applying what could be defined as a vague corrective action, BP also uses the 
introduction of new technologies to communicate which concrete steps BP has taken as a 
consequence of the spill. In the post below, BP refers to an article from the Houston Chronicle 
that accounts for a new demand from the U.S. regulators to present a solution to stop gushing 
oil wells (screenshot 13). By choosing an external source to communicate the well capping 
system, it could be argued that BP further strengthens the credibility of the story. It could 
therefore be claimed that BP’s communication of corrective action could be more persuasive 
than simple applications as applied in most research studies (Benoit, 2008, p. 32). 
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Screenshot 13 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostMay8Y12 
 
 
6.2.3 Strategy 9: Compensation 
Benoit (1997b, p. 156) defines compensation as a way to reduce the offensiveness of the event. 
In other words, Benoit (1997b, p. 156) claims that by making “positive reinforcements” the 
negative aspect of the crisis becomes less offensive. After the oil spill, BP funding free concerts 
with Bon Jovi and other artists in the states affected by the spill, to promote tourism to the 
region (URL 28). As highlighted in a report from Hanson & Baker (URL 28), the damages from 
the oil spill included sectors such as commercial fishing, seafood processing and related 
sectors, tourism and related sectors. It could be argued that it is in BP’s interest that these areas 
of business are restored to the conditions prior to the oil spill in order to minimise the damages 
that were inflicted by the oil spill. Any improvements in the local economy could reduce the 
visitors’ resentment against BP as the consequences and offensiveness of the crisis would also 
be reduced.  
 
The severity of these damages could also affect the size of BP’s financial compensation to the 
affected stakeholders. BP could therefore avoid future expenses through current investments in 
restoration efforts. Here, BP’s communication on tourism could be highlighted as an example on 
how BP applies Facebook as an instrument to restore the affected areas of business. As it can 
be seen below in screenshot 14, BP also ensures that the visitors can keep track on how much 
BP spends on a variety of goods and services related to the restoration of Gulf. 
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Screenshot 14 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostJan29Year11 
 
 
6.2.4 Strategy 10: Message repetition 
Due to the functionality of Facebook, a high frequency of Facebook posts creates more visibility 
among the visitors that has “liked” the Facebook page. In December 2011, BP had 161,034 
likes and in December 2012 this number had increased to 361,685 likes (app. BP: FPBP & 1 BP 
Wall). Here, it is the increase in Facebook “likes” that are important and not the amount. The 
increase in likes could be evidence of increased communication possibilities and potential reach 
for BP. This is due to the notion that the posts by BP competes of visibility among status 
updates from friends of the visitors. But by increasing the amount of posts, the chances that the 
visitors will notice the posts increases - especially when creating hourly posts which is the case 
with BP in the majority of 2011. Repeating messages over time to a growing number of 
Facebook users could affect the responses to BP’s social crisis communication.  
 
When comparing BP’s Facebook activity with the ones of Barclays and G4S, there is a 
significant difference. Throughout the crisis, BP maintains a high activity level which equals 
multiple daily posts in the first months after the crisis (app. BP: BPpostAug1Y11). The posts can 
be characterised by a high degree of variation even though the topics center around the two key 
areas; environment and local economy, as mentioned previously. This strategy could be coined 
as “message repetition” (Cacioppo & Petty, p. 1989). To understand the possible implications of 
repetition of posts and topics in a theoretical context, studies on message repetition could be 
introduced.  
 
Here, one of Hugh Rank’s Six Components of Intensify/Downplay could be applied. According 
to Hugh Rank, repetition can intensify positive points of a product or idea. It is therefore 
suggested that a repetition of ideas can have a persuasive effect on the receivers of the 
communication (Simons & Jones 2011, p. 158). The consequences of message repetition have 
also been studied by Cacioppo & Petty (1989, p. 10) who suggested that “the persuasive effect 
of a communication first increases then wears out as repetition increases”. In terms of BP’s 
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Facebook communication, this mechanism could be relevant when reviewing the topics that BP 
addresses and is likely to have an interest in promoting. It could be argued that BP seeks to 
influence the visitors through persuasive communication on the restoration of the Gulf of Mexico 
within the areas of economy and environment. It could also be claimed that BP attempts to 
reinforce possible persuasive messages by creating multiple daily and similar posts.  
 
An example on how this strategy is carried out can be found when examining how BP 
communicates on the economic restoration in the affected states which were damaged by the 
oil spill in several ways. As mentioned in the previous chapter, BP’s corrective action included  
promotions of local festivals and parades such as Fort Walton Beach Dog Daze in Florida and 
the Mardi Gras in New Orleans. The promotion of the last two examples can be seen below 
(screenshot 15 & 16). 
 
 
Screenshot 15 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostOct6Year11 
 
The post above promotes a local festival with the potential to attract tourists (screenshot 15). 
BP’s promotion of the local festival together with the presentation of Mardi Gras below 
(screenshot 16), could be perceived as persuasive communication with the aim of convincing 
the receivers of visiting the activities. The posts could be examples on how BP varies the 
content even though the implicit message of both posts could be that the Gulf of Mexico has 
many tourist attractions that are worth a visit. 
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Screenshot 16 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BP: BPpostMar8Year11 
 
It could also be argued that BP applies repetition as a strategy to both maximise attention on the 
tourist attractions and to accommodate the preferences of the visitors by displaying a range of 
different options. Generally, it could be claimed that the Mardi Gras attracts young men and 
women who are single, have no children and that wants to party. On the other hand, this 
segment is not likely to be predominant at the Dog festival that is more likely to appeal to 
families with small children. BP’s promotion of different tourist attractions could therefore appeal 
to numerous preferences held by different groups among the visitors. It could therefore be 
argued that BP repeats an implicit message in their Facebook communication while alternating 
the target groups and the activities that are promoted.  
 
Cacioppo & Petty, (1989, p. 10) argues that the effects of repetition in terms of persuasion 
gradually decreases over time depending on the heterogeneity of the displayed messages. 
According to this notion, in order to utilise the full potential of BP’s persuasive posts on tourism, 
the amount and frequency of posts ought to be held within a certain limit. An excessive posting 
of the same few topics is therefore likely to repel the visitors from the message BP wants to 
communicate. When BP frequently refers to different opportunities for travelling to the Gulf of 
Mexico, it could be to circumvent possible monotony by maintaining a high degree of 
heterogeneity in the topics of the posts. BP’s prioritisation of key areas also gives BP a tool for 
reducing message tedium. First, it is easier for BP to get an overview of their communication 
when creating a structured system of the messages that are evaluated as beneficial to BP’s 
goal. Secondly, BP can alternate among the key areas as well as vary the messages of the 
different posts. The variables in BP’s posts, includes graphics and media, facts and angles 
among others.  
 
Unlike traditional advertising such as newspaper ads, the response to BP’s Facebook 
communication can be monitored on a continual basis through a quantitative review of 
Facebook metrics such as number of “likes”, “shares” and comments (Leth, 2011). It is therefore 
possible for BP to evaluate any evidence of the visitors’ incipient tedium over the posts. A 
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continuous monitoring of the visitors’ responses might reveal any predominant preferences for 
the promoted key areas. As a consequence, BP can vary and optimise the posts accordingly to 
ensure that the visitors respond to several smaller topics that comprise the key areas such as 
energy sources for instance.  
 
It has also been found by Cacioppo & Petty, (1989, p. 10) that moderate repetition can 
strengthen the understanding or interpretation of messages which as a result become more 
persuasive. At the same time, the study also concluded that the quality of the messages had an 
impact on the attitudes that were developed as a consequence of the moderate repetition 
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1989, p. 10). As different messages are likely to support the development of 
different attitudes among the visitors, messages that stimulate attitudes that are advantageous 
to BP is not easy to identify. This is due to the complex processes of attitude formation in 
individuals which is not a linear and fully comprehended by scholars. However, a monitoring of 
responses from the visitors could shed light on which messages that could support more 
favorable attitudes towards BP. If BP is successful in selecting an intensifying the exposure of 
persuasive messages, then using repetition as a strategy in the social media crisis 
communication could enhance the effects of other strategies altogether. Throughout BP’s 
Facebook page, there have been examples on applications of software such as Hootsuite which 
can systematise posts and analyse responses to posts (Leth, 2011). BP is therefore aware of 
the possibilities of monitoring the visitors’ responses and it is therefore likely that they have used 
this possibility to prevent tedium.  
 
Below is an example of how BP vary the same message in two posts. BP focus on their 
donation to the restoration efforts that equals $14 billion and highlights what this sum has been 
used for during restoration of the Gulf (screenshot 17 & 18). The main message of the two posts 
could be that BP is taking responsibility for the restoration of the Gulf by spending a large 
amount of money and accommodating the different needs of the affected people. In screenshot 
17, it is clear that the focus is on the environmental restoration while the focus is on the 
economic restoration in screenshot 18. The two posts are separated by several months and it 
could be argued that the messages share overall commonalities. This is due to the focus on 
BP’s funding of $14 billion together with the graphical layout which simplifies the restoration 
efforts. It is likely that the visitors are aware of the size of BP’s expenditure to the restoration of 
the Gulf through BP or other sources such as the general press coverage. Still, BP repeats the 
message that several billions have been allocated to the restoration of the Gulf and this is 
repeated both in screenshot 17 & 18. Here, the expenditure at the time is broken down into 
parts in screenshot 18. This post can therefore serve as an example on how BP chose to 
convey their restoration efforts.  
Kommentar [2]: Verner Leth: 
Find examples of uses of Hootsuite 
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Screenshot 17 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostApril24Year12 
 
In the screenshots above and below, it can be seen how BP gives a detailed account of the 
implications of their donation (screenshot 17 & 18). It could be argued that the facts on tourism 
that is presented in the first post (screenshot 17) is a highlighting of how BP restores the 
reduced tourism to the Gulf. By repeating the $14 billion in a later post (screenshot 18) and 
presenting new circumstances of the restoration, BP can draw attention to more facets of their 
restoration efforts. 
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Screenshot 18 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostMarch8Year12 
 
Eventually Cacioppo & Petty (1989, p. 10) claims that the persuasiveness of moderate repetition 
is conditioned by the current knowledge and opinions of the receivers. As the oil spill in the Gulf 
received massive press coverage due to its unprecedented magnitude, it could be expected that 
the visitors already were informed of numerous circumstances of the spill. If this was the case, 
then the visitors could be inclined to accept the messages by BP to a larger degree. However, it 
is probable that the acceptance of messages depends on the sources of the visitors’ current 
knowledge before they visited BP’s Facebook page. Yet, the numerous visitors probably have 
become acquainted with various news accounts of different facets of the oil spill in the Gulf, it is 
difficult to analyse how this would impact the visitors’ response to BP’s repeated messages. 
Again, Cacioppo & Petty (1989, p. 11) states that current knowledge on the issue could motivate 
responses when the elicited results of the messages are sufficiently encouraging and 
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motivating. Here, BP’s promotion of tourist destinations could be identified as encouraging and 
motivating which could increase the amount of visitors that takes action and visit the Gulf as a 
consequences of the repeated advertising. When applying the notions set forth by Cacioppo & 
Petty (1989), it could be argued that if BP had continuously promoted the possibility of 
volunteering for the restoration of the Gulf, then repeated advertisements for tourism to the Gulf 
of Mexico would have been more successful in persuading the visitors.  
 
6.2.5 Strategy 3: Emphasis framing 
On BP’s Facebook page, there are several posts that could be defined as applications of 
emphasis framing. As mentioned in the paragraph with repetition, BP appears to continuously 
address the main sectors that were affected by the oil spill. In the two posts below (screenshot 
19 & 20), it is apparent that BP puts the emphasis on projects funded by BP which will restore 
the environment. Even though the projects includes the work of local volunteers and 
cooperation with researchers from local universities, BP emphasises their role in the restoration 
projects to the detriment of the joint efforts. Throughout BP’s numerous accounts of various 
restoration efforts, BP emphasises their role in the funding of these projects. 
 
This is apparent when BP emphasise that the restoration projects “are set to begin after funding 
from BP” (screenshot 20). By placing the emphasis on BP's financial involvement in the 
restoration, BP could influence the restoration of BP's image after the crisis. This could be due 
to the misconception that the restoration projects could not have been carried out without 
funding from BP. In other words, the choice of words could imply that the projects would 
stagnate without action from BP. It could be argued that the post could give rise to such a 
perception as BP is described as the sponsor of the restoration projects (screenshot 20). 
However, on BP’s Facebook page in January, visitors could read about public meetings that 
would give input to state officials on where the restoration should commence (screenshot 19).  
 
It is also important to notice that BP refers to the funding by BP as “voluntarily pledged” to this 
purpose (screenshot 20). In the post, it is also not apparent to what extent this was voluntarily or 
would occur with or without the consent of BP. However, due to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, BP 
did not have a choice whether or not to fund the eight early restoration projects as presented by 
BP in 20 screenshot on the next page. This was required due to the process of the Natural 
Resources Damages Assessment (NRDA) which resulted in an estimation of the damages to 
the environment. Subsequently, the NOAA presented a claim to BP on $1 billion of which BP 
was financially liable. (URL 28, p. 17) 
 
Together with the public, the NOAA decided on eight early restoration projects which BP 
repeatedly presented on their Facebook page (URL 31). This could led uninformed visitors to 
believe that the restoration projects was a consequence of BP’s commitment to restore the Gulf 
and that the projects was a result of BP’s actions. By changing the emphasis from BP’s legal 
binding to fund restoration projects to emphasising the fact that BP funded the projects, the 
visitors’ perception is drastically changed without any change in the implications for BP. BP 
continues to give an objective account of the process but still emphasises BP’s relation to 
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projects - without mentioning the legal bounding to fund the projects (screenshot 19). It could be 
stated that it is clear that BP is not the organiser of the event as BP encourage visitors to find 
the logistics of the event on the governmental site. It could therefore appear as if BP solely 
passed the information on to the visitors and does not has a more active role in the series of 
public meetings. Eventually, BP’s role as the funder is still mentioned yet it is less dominating 
than in screenshot 20. 
 
 
Screenshot 19 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostJan31Year12 
 
6 months later BP announces the start of the early restoration projects that was decided on in 
January. But in the meantime, BP has produced a so-called infographic that matches the 
colours found in BP’s logo and corporate visual identity. Here, it should be noticed that BP 
stopped relying on material from the NRDA as seen in the post above which links to a 
governmental webpage (screenshot 19). The design of the infographic is also found in BP’s 
posts from the 8 of March (screenshot 18) which focuses on how BP’s funding supported the 
restoration or even started the restoration of the Gulf.  
 
It could also be argued that BP has changed the emphasis from the NRDA and NOAA which 
are behind the projects over to BP’s plans with the restoration projects. This is evident when BP 
states that “From the creation of artificial reefs off the the Mississippi coast to Alabama dune 
restoration, BP is committed to supporting the Gulf’s environmental recovery.” (screenshot 20). 
Due to this quote, it could be argued that BP presents the projects as part of BP’s commitment 
to restore the Gulf. However, as the NRDA forced BP to fund these projects by referring to the 
Oil Pollution Act of 1990, this is unlikely to be the case. BP therefore uses the legal obligation to 
fund the projects as a lever for framing the projects as BP’s restoration of the Gulf. It could be 
argued that BP is successful in creating such an emphasis frame as BP did fund the projects. It 
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is therefore likely that many visitors will perceive the projects as a part of BP’s restoration even 
though BP never had a choice of whether or not to fund these eight restoration projects.  
 
 
Screenshot 20 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostJuly5Year12 
 
In the above post, it can be claimed that BP puts a great emphasis on the quantitative aspect of 
the authorities’ restoration projects. This is evident when BP presents the amount of boat ramps 
and acres that will be restored to the condition it were in before the crisis. BP also estimates the 
overall cost of the projects combined. It could be argued that BP presents these numbers with 
the intention of emphasising the quantitative aspect at the expense of the qualitative value of 
the restoration projects. Eventually, it could be that BP seeks to divert focus from the fact that 
these projects entails the creation of two restoration projects in each affected state. When taking 
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the magnitude of the spill into account which totaled an affected shoreline of over 1,000 miles 
and the fact that the pool of oil could be seen from space, then the presented program does not 
appear as sufficient measures to recover the affected states (URL 30).  
 
As seen in screenshot 21 below, it could also be argued that BP applies emphasis framing 
when responding to the government report on the Deepwater Horizon blowout. When BP 
created the post below, the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico had received massive press coverage 
(URL 13, 14 & 30). Therefore in order to maintain credibility and restore BP’s image, it was 
difficult for BP to present a completely different perception of the reasons for the oil spill that 
would oppose several independent sources including the U.S. government. BP therefore 
needed to take point of departure in what BP assumed was the current and predominant 
perception of the crisis among the visitors. As it can be seen in screenshot 21, BP addresses 
the responsibility for the crisis. This could be due to the critics on BP’s Facebook page that all 
solely perceived BP as accountable for the crisis.  
 
However, as the work on the oil rig was outsourced to the subcontractors, Transocean and 
Halliburton, it was possible for BP to put emphasis on the responsibility of these subcontractors. 
To support this claim, BP stated that the crisis was a “result of multiple causes, involving 
multiple parties” (screenshot 21). In the statement from BP’s press office, which the post links 
to, it is also claimed that BP will prospectively “strengthen the oversight of contractors. We 
continue to encourage other parties to acknowledge their roles in the accident” (URL 29). These 
statements supports the message that BP presented in the post, namely that BP is the only 
corporation among the responsible parties that has stepped up to their responsibility. Moreover, 
it could be argued that BP seeks to direct attention to its subcontractors by identifying them as 
partly responsible. Contemporary with this, BP could attempt to divert a large part of the 
responsibility for the crisis to the subcontractors. This could be claimed as BP connects a poor 
“oversight of contractors” with the crisis. It is therefore implicit that if BP’s oversight of 
contractors had been better, the crisis could have been less severe or completely avoided. This 
clearly puts the emphasis on the actions of the subcontractors despite the fact that the report 
mentions identify BP’s incorrect interpretations of tests as a major reason for the crisis (URL 3). 
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Screenshot 21 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BPpostSep1Year11 
 
This claim is one of several conclusions from the government report. As it is unlikely that the 
majority of visitors will read the full report or even the conclusion of the report, BP’s emphasis 
on parts of the conclusion can be considered a persuasive strategy to frame the responsibility 
for the crisis. According to Druckman (2001, p. 230), an effect of emphasis framing is that the 
receivers of the communication will alter their focus when processing the communication. If BP 
successfully manages to establish an emphasis frame in which the responsibility is shared and 
not solely relies on BP, then the visitors’ overall perception of BP’s image could improve as the 
focus would not solely be on BP. A division of responsibility could also give rise to the notion 
that BP is concerned of their responsibility by being part of different restoration projects and by 
establishing a fund to the victims of the oil spill. If this emphasis frame is successful, BP would 
also be in stark contrast to Halliburton and Transocean that have not communicated on the oil 
spill and their responsibility for the crisis through available channels to the same extent as BP. 
None of the corporations have developed Facebook pages which gives BP an advantage as BP 
can present statements to their visitors on the social media without having to deal with opposing 
arguments by the two corporations.  
 
In contrast to equivalency framing, emphasis framing does not create a frame that is logical but 
merely focus on notions that are beneficial to the sender (Druckman 2001, p. 228). In the post 
above, it is evident how BP focuses on distributing the responsibility for the crisis among the 
other involved parties (screenshot 21). It could be argued that such an effort is not a logical 
response to the publication of the report but rather a strategy to improve the visitors’ perception 
of BP at the expense of Halliburton and Transocean. BP had numerous possibilities of drawing 
attention to other circumstances of the crisis but chose to divert the responsibility for the crisis to 
BP’s two subcontractors. However, if BP had opposed the conclusion of the report, it is likely 
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that efforts to subvert the credibility of the government would have been more complicated than 
accepting the conclusion and emphasising the responsibility of the other involved corporations. 
 
Eventually, BP refrains from using mortification in any of the analysed posts and comments. 
This could be due to the fear of deteriorating BP’s position in a possible litigation as this is a 
present risk due to the many affected stakeholders.  
 
6.2.6 Strategy 7: Conformity 
Similar to Barclays, it could be argued that BP also applies conformity as a way to influence the 
discussions on their Facebook page. However, it could be claimed that BP has the most 
offensive enforcement of the two corporations. As seen in screenshot 22 below, BP takes the 
encouragement to comply to the guidelines for commenting a step further. It can be seen when 
BP states that “keep comments on-topic. Anything that is deemed off topic will be deleted” 
(screenshot 24). Unfortunately for the visitors, the evaluation of whether a comment is on or off 
topic is solely made by BP’s moderators. Such a procedure could be defined as rather harsh for 
a medium that has become popular partly due to the possibility of the users’ democratic 
participation in debates.  
 
 
Screenshot 22 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BP: BPJuly5Comm3 
 
 
Screenshot 23 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BP: BPJuly5Comm3 
 
Screenshot 24 of BP’s Facebook communication. See more in app. BP: BPJuly5Comm21 
 
In the discussion in which the above screenshots are a contribution to, the discussion is 
dominated by two commentators that are both positive towards BP. The three screenshots 
above were posted continually by the moderators of BP. These three comments can be viewed 
as a gradual increase in control over the discussion with the aim of creating compliance to a 
behaviour that is advantageous to BP. As mentioned in the analysis of Barclays’ use of 
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conformity, the term compliance refers to the willingness to accept the influence of others’ due 
to social pressure among others. In the posts above, it could be argued that BP subjects the 
commentators to social pressure when stating “Dan Thank you for your participation on this 
page. We appreciate your comments, but we ask that you please keep comments on-topic. 
Anything that is deemed off topic will be deleted.” (screenshot 24). By addressing commentators 
personally, BP’s enforcement of their commenting policy removes the uncertainty of the 
responsible for comments that are perceived as inappropriate by BP. Moreover, it could be 
claimed that highlighting the actions of selected individuals could lead these individuals to 
perceive that BP puts them in the pillory. As mentioned in the analysis of Barclays’ use of 
conformity, Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 200) states that it is the individuals perception of others’ 
actions that determine the degree of social pressure. 
 
Throughout the discussion which features 146 comments, the number of participants in the 
discussion is greatly reduced after the first 15 comments (BPJuly5Comm2-21). Moreover, it 
appears as if a lot of comments vanishes after a short time. On the post is mentioned 479 
comments but the number of visible comments amounts to 146 comments (BPPostJuly5Y12 & 
BPJuly5Comm2-21). This gap is likely caused by comments deletions by BP as well as the 
visitors’ own deletion of their comments. The 146 remaining comments can also be 
characterised by a large degree of inconsistency in topic and argumentation by the contributors 
(BPJuly5Comm2-21). A fragmented argumentation and apparent lack of coherence could 
further support the notion that BP deleted comments. It is most probable that it was BP that was 
responsible for the deletion of comments and not the visitors. This is due to the notion that a 
deletion of selected comments is more probable to be in the interest of BP than the visitors that 
made the comments.  
 
In terms of conformity, it is apparent that BP first tries a less active approach by encouraging the 
visitors to censor their own comments as seen in screenshot 22. However, probably due to 
dissatisfaction with the results of this approach, BP subsequently address the visitor, We the 
Paupers, who is responsible for a post that is not evaluated as “constructive” (screenshot 23). 
BP’s intentions to control the discussion eventually culminates with a new filter for comments as 
seen in screenshot 24. Here, a visitor, Dan, is requested to comment in continuation of BP’s 
post. It could be argued that such a request is an offensive application of social pressure. In 
terms of the perceived risk of mistreatment, BP clearly points out that the penalty of ignoring this 
pressure is a deletion of comments. The comment that caused the reaction from BP was 
subsequently deleted which makes it impossible to evaluate to which extent BP decides to 
delete a comment. 
  
According to research on conformity, a strategy that applies a very offensive approach might 
encounter difficulties within the less superficial types of conformity such as identification. 
Identification relies on the motivation of individuals to maintain a self-defining relationship with 
the influencer. Firstly, when BP intensifies their efforts to make the visitors conform, several 
days has passed since the post was created by BP. The design of Facebook, also makes it less 
straightforward to participate in long comments that continue over several days. At the time of 
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BP’s post, the normal frequency of new posts amounted to one post per day. For new visitors, it 
would be easier to choose among the newer posts. Secondly, the quality of the discussions is 
reduced when multiple comments are deleted. A visible and high degree of censorship could 
impact the visitors’ self-defining relationships to BP in a negative way.  
 
 
6.2.7 Part conclusion 
BP is successful in finding and selecting a range of external and trustworthy news sources that 
can affect the agenda of the visitors. However, even though this strategy relies on great 
variation and trustworthy sources, it is not likely that attempts of agenda-setting will be 
successful. This is due to massive press coverage in the wake of the crisis and due to the 
access to personal experiences that is abundant. BP’s intended agenda therefore faces a tough 
competition which is contested by many visitors that also distribute opposing material from other 
trustworthy news sources. Eventually, BP’s attempt to downplay the crisis by affecting the public 
agenda meets severe opposition as numerous visitors share personal experiences on the oil 
spill. 
 
However, BP demonstrates a great overview of the communication possibilities by applying 
repetition to increase the pervasiveness of viewpoints and notions beneficial to BP. To some 
extent, the application of repetition appears to enhance the effects of the other strategies that 
BP applies. Here, emphasis framing and corrective action can be mentioned. BP also succeeds 
in reducing the receivers’ message tedium by splitting prioritised messages in minor segments 
and distributing them in a varied manner over the time of the crisis. This indicates a well-
planned and structured approach to social media crisis communication. Eventually, BP benefits 
from a social media crisis communication that generally can be characterised as having a high 
degree of diversity. This diversity is likely to correspond well with the heterogeneity of the 
visitors.  
 
It can be concluded that BP applies emphasis framing to affect the public opinion on several 
areas. By emphasising BP’s role in the legally obligated restoration, BP appears to be 
successful in projecting an image of BP as a responsible and committed corporation. This 
strategy is not without risks as well-informed individuals could address this misuse of official 
projects. However, as the restoration of the Gulf of Mexico is spread across multiple authorities 
and involved parties combined with projects that have long time frames, it is unlikely that the 
majority of visitors will notice BP’s emphasis framing. This is also due to the nature of emphasis 
framing which is difficult to detect for a visitor who experience difficulties orienting themselves in 
complex issues.  
 
BP’s application of corrective action is carried out with great attention to concrete actions. This 
can be concluded as BP uses material from credible sources to promote new initiatives as a 
result of the Deepwater Horizon spill. Again, BP succeeds in emphasising these initiatives as a 
result of BP’s concerns about security and not due to new laws which it is. When taking into 
account that BP faces multiple lawsuits, the application of corrective action excels in the 
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emphasis on the measures BP is taking to prevent future deep sea oil spills. This way, BP 
applies corrective action on their social media crisis communication but avoids self-contradicting 
BP’s official statements on how BP will repair the damages created by the spill.  
 
BP distinguish themselves by their use of conformity which gradually increases during the 
conversations in the stream of comments. The degree of control is high and pervasive. BP 
effectively applies social pressure to influence the conversations on their Facebook page but it 
is not without high costs. As BP enforces a censorship of the discussions that is more strict than 
what is described by BP in community guideline, this reduces the credibility of BP’s Facebook 
page. A consequence is that the end of the censored discussions are found to be less critical to 
BP than the beginning of the censored discussion. Theories on conformity suggests that this is 
due to a superficial and short-lived influence on critical commentators. Even though BP’s 
monitoring might appear to have persuaded the visitors, this is unlikely to be the case. 
 
6.3 G4S 
6.3.1 Strategy 11: Multiple Facebook accounts 
On the 13th July, G4S began to distribute the first posts on the failure to recruit sufficient 
security guards for the Olympic Games in London 2012. This occurred simultaneously with 
numerous critical news stories describing G4S’ lack of organisation and professionalism with the 
recruiting for the Olympics. In the following 30 days, G4S solely posted statements and statuses 
connected with the Games and therefore paused the previous Facebook communication which 
could be defined as employer branding activities of G4S. Before the difficulties with the 
recruitment to the Games, G4S’ Facebook communication could be claimed to be monotone, 
one-track minded and static. This is due to a great amount of posts which featured various 
photos of G4S employees on duty.  
 
On the 11th of November 2011, G4S specifically created an additional Facebook page for the 
Olympics Games. This page was named “Securing London 2012” and did not receive much 
attention up to the crisis. The minimal activity on Securing London 2012 reflects this. When the 
crisis unfolded G4S repeatedly attempted to refer visitors complaining over the situation with the 
Games to Securing London 2012. As G4S is a multinational corporation, it could be stated that it 
is important for G4S that the employer branding on their global Facebook page is not influenced 
by the crisis. If the global Facebook page becomes a mouthpiece for the disappointed and 
outraged visitors then the employer branding might appear dishonest and detached from reality.  
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Screenshot 25 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. G4Spost1Jul12 
 
Screenshot 25 above displays how G4S attempted to direct visitors to their additional Facebook 
page. If G4S was successful in convincing the visitors that the global Facebook page was the 
wrong forum for displaying contempt over G4S’ handling of the recruitment, then it was possible 
that the crisis on social media could be confined to G4S’ page, Securing London 2012. 
However, this did not appear to be the case as numerous visitors expressed their disgust over 
G4S on the global Facebook page (app. G4S: G4Sp1comm1-5Jul12). It is likely that this 
inflicted significant damage on G4S’ image as a good place of employment. Still, the activity on 
Securing London 2012 did also bear the mark of the crisis as comments there also centered on 
G4S’ failure to meet the contract with the LOCOQ. In the period after G4S’ crisis with the 
recruitment became public, both G4S’ global Facebook page and Securing London 2012 were 
significantly affected by the crisis.  
 
Due to G4S’ repeatedly encouragements to address comments on the crisis to Securing London 
2012, it could be that this additional Facebook page was more affected by the crisis than if it 
had not been for encouragements as the one seen in screenshot 25 above. Likewise, it could 
also be claimed that the attempts of transferring negative visitors to another Facebook page is 
connected to some risk as the current discussions on both Facebook pages could be eclipsed 
by the crisis. Eventually, it could be argued that the visitors would hold G4S responsible for the 
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crisis without distinguishing between the different Facebook pages as both carries the logo of 
G4S. The fact that G4S directs the critical visitors and the visitors that seeks concrete answers 
to their questions on the recruitment to another Facebook page where their comments are not 
answered might further incite these visitors. This praxis could make it appear as if G4S were 
trying to lead the visitors into a blind alley with the hope that they would forget their errand.  
 
6.3.2 Strategy 10: Message repetition 
In general, the social media crisis communication of G4S can be characterised by a high degree 
of repeated messages. This includes both the global Facebook page of G4S and Securing 
London 2012. The repeated messages on the global Facebook page primarily centers on the 
job opportunities within G4S’ many branches worldwide (app. G4S: G4Spost1Jul12, 
G4Spost2Jul11 & G4SJul30). An example of these posts can be found in screenshot 26 below.  
 
 
Screenshot 26 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. G4Spost2Jul11Y12 
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The post above is representative for numerous posts before and after the crisis occurred 
(G4SJul30 & G4Spost1Jul12). Posts similar to the one above on G4S’ global Facebook page 
could therefore be characteristic for large parts of G4S’ employer branding which portrays 
different jobs within the G4S corporation. It could be claimed that posts like the one in 
screenshot 26 above, does not contain much information and could be perceived as tedious due 
to G4S’ frequent distribution of similar posts. However, message could also be characteristic for 
the posts on G4S’ page, Securing London 2012, when reviewing the posts on this page. As 
seen in the post below, G4S focuses on describing the different answers in a catalogue and 
then encourage visitors to look for their question and the answer to it among numerous 
questions.  
 
 
Screenshot 27 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. Securing London: G4Spost2Jul12 
 
As mentioned earlier, Cacioppo & Petty (1989, p. 10) have developed the term message tedium 
which describes how the persuasive effect of a message is reduced, when the message is 
repeated multiple times without significant changes. As G4S appears to be repeating posts 
similar to the one in screenshot 26, the potential effects of the messages could be reduced over 
time as the visitors of G4S’ Facebook pages encounter monotone content. This is due to the 
notion that directing visitors to a Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section might be perceived 
as too complex rather than posting a comment and receiving an answer. G4S’ reluctance of 
communicating through comments could also be perceived as being uncommitted to helping the 
visitors. This is due to fact that G4S could provide relevant information to the visitors by 
answering the questions that are continuously posted on both their Facebook pages. 
 
Research on message repetition originally has roots in advertising research (Weijo & Lawton, 
1986, p. 165). However, within advertising research on message repetition the objective is to 
maximise comprehension and persuasion. These studies will therefore be used to analyse G4S’ 
use of message repetition as a company seeking to increase sales has objectives that can be 
compared to the ones of G4S. Weijo & Lawton (1986, p. 165) suggests that the level of 
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involvement is also a determining factor for the effects of message repetition. Weijo & Lawton 
(1986, p. 165-166) distinguishes between high and low involvement purchases which requires a 
different number of repetitions. Here, research has shown that low involvement purchases 
requires significantly more exposures to the communication than hgih involvement purchases.  
In relation to G4S’ Facebook communication, the posts varies between what could be defined 
as high and low involvements of the visitors. G4S’ global Facebook could especially be claimed 
to be resulting in low involvement of the visitors. On the other hand, an example on a post that 
demands a high involvement can be found in the next chapter (screenshot 28) while the post in 
screenshot 26 could be termed as low involvement due to the lack of rich content.  
 
According to Weijo & Lawton (1986, p. 176), the most effective amount of message repetitions 
is determined by prior knowledge and personal relevance. To G4S, this entails that the ideal 
amount of message repetitions is depending on the visitors characteristics. However, in general 
terms, the visitors could be considered to all find G4S’ Facebook page relevant since they have 
been actively searching for it. G4S’ visitors could also either have a high or low prior knowledge 
on the crisis. This depends on to what degree they have been orientating themselves through 
the media. Weijo & Lawton (1986, p. 176) formulated multiple strategies that addressed different 
combinations of prior knowledge and personal relevance.  
 
To G4S’ crisis, the two strategies for highly motivated visitors with either high or low prior 
knowledge could be applicable. These strategies suggest that the amount of repetition is kept to 
a low or moderate level (Weijo & Lawton, 1986). Weijo & Lawton, (1986, p. 174-175) also found 
that the groups that had low prior knowledge tended to be more affected by the repetitions than 
the groups with high prior knowledge on the issue. This demonstrates why it is important that 
G4S communicates on the crisis in order to reach visitors with multiple degrees of prior 
knowledge on the crisis and G4S’ responsibility for it. (G4SJulpost212Y12, G4Spost4Jul12Y12, 
G4Spost2Jul13Y12, G4SJul17Y12, G4SJul26Y12). 
 
The post in screenshot 26 is also typical for G4S’ Facebook communication in terms of the 
media that G4S uses. Securing London 2012 is dominated by written statements that do not 
encourage feedback from the visitors. Stiff & Mongeau (2003, p. 190) refer to two studies which 
found live and video messages to be a more effective medium than audio and written 
statements in terms of increasing receiver involvement. Repetitions of these studies have given 
similar effects. However, the effects of the video presentations were linked to the perception of 
the presenter in the video. A presenter which was perceived as untrustworthy therefore reduced 
the effects to a point where audio and written messages demonstrated better results. (Stiff & 
Mongeau, 2003, p. 191) G4S’ predominant use of written messages might be less effective 
when compared to video messages by spokespersons of the senior management at G4S. 
Despite support from studies, it could also be that the monotonous use of the same media could 
lead to message tedium among the visitors. If this holds true for G4S’ online communication, 
this could have a massive impact on the effectiveness of the crisis communication as the 
communication could result in outcomes that are remarkable different from G4S’ intentions.  
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6.3.3 Strategy 12: Combining image restoration strategies 
The combination of different image restoration strategies has not been studied to the same 
extent as the effects of relying on one strategy. As the typology of strategies presented by 
Benoit (1997d) contains multiple possibilities for combinations, the magnitude of such studies 
could be the reason. However, as it can be seen below, it appears as if G4S introduces different 
image restoration strategies in the response to the resentment from the visitors (screenshot 28). 
After G4S announced that G4S experienced difficulties with recruiting a sufficient amount of 
security guards, the various available posts on G4S’ Facebook page received numerous 
questions and comments from visitors displaying their content and disappointment. This might 
have increased the pressure G4S was already experiencing from other actors such as 
prominent members of parliament and legal experts.  
 
As seen in the post below, G4S responded by presenting brief statuses of the current progress 
on different areas accompanied with statements on the task that G4S faced (screenshot 28). 
The first paragraph in the post could be defined as transcendence according to Benoit (1997c). 
This strategy entails that the actor is “attempting to place the act in a larger, more desirable 
context” (Benoit, 1997d, p. 156). It could be argued that G4S applies this strategy as it is 
claimed that the Games “is an unprecedented and very complex security recruitment and 
deployment exercise which is being carried out to a very tight schedule” (screenshot 28). If the 
visitors agreed with this statement then G4S’ violation of the contract might be perceived as less 
offensive due to the challenges that are connected to the more complex security recruitments.  
 
This strategy is then followed by concrete information on how far G4S has come with the 
recruitment. The use of facts to highlight the positive results that G4S has created at the time, 
could be defined as bolstering. This strategy entails that the crisis-stricken actor puts the 
emphasis on aspects that can support a more positive perception of the actor in order to reduce 
the negative perceptions of the actor (Dardis & Haigh, 2008, p. 104). The facts presented by 
G4S does not give any information on the progress with the recruitment. This is because 4,000 
people might appear like sufficient security guards but if G4S’ original goal was 7,000, then it 
would be obvious to most visitors that half the number is unlikely to be sufficient when the 
opening ceremony is only a couple of weeks away. However, the original number of security 
guards is only mentioned by two commentators out of a total of 1,711 commentators. It could 
therefore be argued that G4S’ highlighting of facts could give the visitors a more positive 
perception of the progress with the recruitment.  
 
Apart from transcendence and bolstering, it could also be argued that G4S applies minimisation 
when it is claimed that “we have encountered some delays in progressing applicants through 
the final stages” (screenshot 28). This is evident when G4S uses the term “delay” to describe 
the lack of certified security personnel. Describing failure to fulfill a contract as a “delay” could 
be a clear example on minimising the violation of the contract. According to Benoit (1997b, p. 
154), an actor could seek to justify an event as a image restoration strategy. Minimisation is 
here one of multiple opportunities for justifying an event. For example, an actor could “minimize 
the perceived offensiveness of the act in question (Benoit, 1997b, p. 156). In terms of the social 
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media crisis communication of G4S, it could be claimed that G4S seeks to reduce the 
offensiveness of their failed recruitment to the London Olympics 2012.  
 
 
Screenshot 28 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. G4Spost1Jul12 
 
 
6.3.4 Strategy 3 & 4: Emphasis framing and equivalency framing 
The post below could be evidence of an application of equivalency framing in G4S’ Facebook 
communication (screenshot 29). In the post, G4S defines the many critical comments on G4S’ 
failure to recruit security guards as an “increased interest in the security recruitment” 
(screenshot 29). Defining the massive criticism that G4S received for their failure in meeting the 
requirements of the contract with the Olympic Committee (LOCOQ) as an “increased interest” 
could be claimed to be an unusual perception of the crisis. Moreover, it could be defined as a 
description of the crisis that is more advantageous to G4S compared to describing the crisis 
using words such as “failure” etc. When introducing the research of equivalency framing as 
presented by Druckman (2001), it could be claimed that there is never an objective justification 
to use one frame instead of another. Despite G4S’ attempt to downplay the crisis, it could be 
claimed that there is not a justification for using words such as “non fulfilment”, “failure” or 
“crisis”.  
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Screenshot 29 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. G4Spost2Jul12 
 
During the crisis, G4S also turns to emphasis framing as a strategy to change the focus from 
G4S’ responsibility for the security situation to the task that was connected to G4S’ contract with 
the LOCOQ. In the post below, it becomes evident how G4S seeks to divert the focus from the 
lack of personnel to numerous other conditions. These include G4S’ commitment to meeting 
their contract, the complexity of the contract, the time that was available to fulfill the contract, a 
status over G4S’ work, the reason for G4S’ failure to meet the requirements of the contract and 
eventually a recognition of the governmental interference in the Olympics (screenshot 29). The 
post can therefore be perceived as a detailed response to the criticism that G4S has received 
on their Facebook page and through the press coverage of G4S’ press release. In other words, 
it could be argued that G4S has examined the numerous responses and sought to address the 
major points of criticism. It could also be argued that G4S seeks to change the emphasis on all 
of these points to affect the perception of G4S and the challenges that G4S faces. 
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This becomes evident when G4S states that the Olympics in London is “an unprecedented and 
very complex security recruitment and deployment exercise” (screenshot 30). By presenting this 
statement, G4S could seek to divert the general focus away from G4S’ planning and execution 
of the recruitment to the size of the task. However, this meets massive opposition on by multiple 
commentators (G4Sp1comm6Jul12). 
 
 
Screenshot 30 of G4S’ Facebook communication. See more in app. G4Spost1Jul12 
 
 
6.3.5 Part conclusion 
G4S’ use of more than one Facebook account might be an advantage in terms of targeting the 
communication to fit the needs of visitors on the two pages. However, it also doubles the 
monitoring and creation of content. It is also apparent that G4S is of the belief that directing 
visitors to an extra Facebook page is sufficient in terms of addressing the questions and 
uncertainties of the visitors. The crisis communication on the global G4S Facebook page is kept 
to a minimum as a result of this belief. Additionally, creating a page specifically for the Olympics 
entails a significant risk for running into a blind alley. At some point, G4S might be tempted to 
close the page to focus their resources on their main page as the extra page requires constant 
advertising which might be less relevant several months after the Olympics. If G4S closes the 
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page, numerous content would be lost as well as the relationship that have been developed with 
the visitors and commentators. Despite a short-term need for distributing a large amount of 
information, having one Facebook page could have increased the familiarity with a number of 
the services that G4S provides. 
 
G4S does not use repetition as an effective tool to ensure the visitors have the necessary 
information before they need it. Instead, G4S applies a reactive approach which in the 
beginning of July 2012, necessitates that the visitors have to make a complex search of 
information. However, at the end of July, G4S rephrases the repeated messages with “mini-
FAQ” of the 6 most predominant questions with great success. This is in stark contrast to the 
tedious repeated messages that encourage visitors to go through an extensive FAQ rather than 
just submitting a question to the moderator of G4S’ Facebook page.  
 
On the other hand, G4S’ global Facebook page, could be criticised for being detached from the 
crisis. This is with good reason. Advertising for jobs within the G4S group might not be 
perceived positively by visitors that experience difficulties with the recruitment process for the 
Olympics. Using repetition to increase the visibility of these job areas does not appear to be 
understood by the visitors when reviewing the comments on the global G4S Facebook page. 
Another aspect of G4S use of repetition is the focus on job applicants for the Olympics. While 
numerous visitors go to G4S’ Facebook page to get advice, there is also a significant amount of 
visitors that solely wish to voice their frustration over the crisis. Due to the repetition of sparse 
information on how to progress in the recruitment process, it is unlikely that an outside party 
would get the understanding that G4S has control over the crisis.  
 
 
7. Discussion 
7.1 Different strategies for comparable crises 
The content analyses showed that in all of the three cases, there was a great diversity of the 
applied strategies. Still, only the application of emphasis framing is found on all three corporate 
Facebook pages. This is surprising as the three cases share several similarities which gives rise 
to the notion that these corporations could benefit from a similar crisis response. However, 
when the three corporations apply different strategies, it could also be due to differences in the 
corporations’ perception of Facebook and due to the guidance by different consultancies. Still, 
emphasis framing emerges in the categories extracted from all three cases.  
 
As stated in the analyses, Druckman (2001) and Entman (1993) claims that emphasis framing 
enables an actor to present a reality that is beneficial to the actor while discreetly omitting other 
considerations and facts. A plausible reason for the application of emphasis framing on all 
cases could be due to this latent nature. The corporations were all under pressure during the 
crises and it was therefore of paramount importance that the corporations could minimise further 
incitement but still communicate. Moreover, the application of emphasis framing in all three 
cases centers on the salience of facts that could reduce the perceived offensiveness of each 
crisis. This could indicate a passive and cautious use of emphasis framing. Given the 14 
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different strategies in the typology by Benoit (1997, p. 156), it is interesting that the three 
corporations all prioritises a specific combination rather than relying on an even application of 
emphasis framing.  
 
As suggested in the analyses, emphasis framing together with equivalency framing are among 
the two least visible strategies in the typology of strategies. The significance of the predominant 
combination between emphasis framing and reducing the perceived offensiveness becomes 
apparent when considering the combination with Benoit’s (1997) transcendence. 
Transcendence is the act of placing a crisis in a less repellent setting which emphasis framing 
often does indirectly.  
 
The many details concerning the crises that struck BP and Barclays appears to have reduced 
the transparency of the causal relation between the responsibility of the corporation and the 
consequence of the behaviour. This was supported by the low prior knowledge of the critical 
visitors on these two Facebook pages. Generally, it could be argued that the three crises are all 
dominated by the visitors’ critiques of the apparent flaws which could implicitly be interpreted as 
an acceptance of the corporations’ attempts to influence the visitors on less transparent issues. 
As introduced in the analysis, Druckman (2001, p. 234) used the term competence to describe 
individuals’ ability to withstand the influence of others’ frames. The three corporations’ 
application of emphasis framing therefore appears to have overpowered the individuals’ 
competences. It is also likely that Barclays, BP and G4S prioritised framing higher than other 
strategies in the typology as framing was among the strategies that were applied in the initial 
communication after the publication of the crises. This could indicate that the corporations 
consciously applied framing to influence the visitors’ perception of the crises from an early 
stage. 
 
The analysis found also that BP, G4S and Barclays all appeared to receive the majority of 
criticism on Facebook immediately or shortly after the crises occurred. In the first two weeks 
after the first news story on the crises, all corporations applied emphasis framing to some 
degree. As this first period could be defined as a crucial time due to the massive criticism from 
news sources, politicians, experts and visitors, it could be that the corporations perceived 
framing as the most efficient strategy compared to the other strategies in the typology.  
 
With BP and Barclays, it was evident how the response to the crises reeled in terms of deciding 
to apply a set of strategies. It is also apparent how some strategies were more prevalent in the 
beginning of the crises and subsequently appeared to be gradually phased out. For Barclays 
and G4S, this appeared to be the case with emphasis framing to a large degree. The three 
corporations’ varied and changing arsenal of strategies, could also be due to delayed choices 
and indecision over which strategies to apply. Most likely, as also mentioned in the analysis, the 
fear of influencing former, current and future lawsuits could have necessitated influence from 
corporate managers that did not work professionally with communication on a regular basis. 
However, due to the damages on the corporations’ images, it could also be that the corporations 
reeled as a consequence of several and sudden changes in the management. Here, both BP 
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and Barclays made significant changes in the board and senior management shortly after the 
crises emerged. The analysis also found these two corporations to be the most indecisive in 
terms of agreeing and holding on to social media crisis communication strategies.  
 
When evaluating the crises, it becomes apparent that all three corporations could have reduced 
the number of strategies to a minimum and focused on bringing the selected strategies into 
play. However, as all three crises were unprecedented in terms of magnitude, it is not likely that 
the corporations could have avoided to make such drastically revisions of their responses 
accordingly. When combining the lack of experience as well as the difficulties associated with 
handling global and large crises with the behaviour on newly invented social media, it is likely 
that most communication professionals might not obtain satisfactory results within the first 
phases of the crises.  
 
7.2 Message repetition  
The findings of the analysis indicated that message repetition enhanced the effects of other 
strategies that were applied by Barclays, BP and G4S. Despite the three corporations’ usage of 
message repetition, it is not certain if this led to equivalent effects in terms of penetration of 
messages and possible increased effects of other strategies. For instance, BP were careful with 
avoiding message tedium while G4S and Barclays appeared to use message repetition as a 
way to minimise the efforts required to communicate similar messages rather than boosting the 
penetration and possible persuasiveness of messages.  
 
From a crisis-communicative point of view, message repetition could therefore serve different 
purposes the corporations among. If the different corporations subsequently obtain different 
results with message repetition, then this is likely to be linked with a different objective for 
applying message repetition. The objectives and motives for applying message repetition has 
not been investigated to the same extent through research as the effects of message repetition. 
It is therefore difficult to evaluate the corporations’ different motives that were found in the 
analyses. However, the repeated messages by G4S and Barclays could be characterised as 
examples of message tedium. These messages were also more tedious when being compared 
with the messages by BP.  
 
The high degree of message tedium could indicate a need for investigating to what extent 
message tedium has a negative impact on other applied strategies as research by Cacioppo 
and Petty (1989) has shown that message repetition is contextual. Here, contextuality of 
message repetition entails that the visitors’ prior knowledge and perceived relevancy of the topic 
impacts the degree to which message repetition enhances awareness and persuasiveness of 
messages. Possible reinforcing due to message repetition is therefore likely to occur. Still, due 
to contextuality it is difficult to predict in what setting the required conditions are present for a 
reinforcement of other social media crisis communication strategies.  
 
The empirical data included in this thesis does also not support discussions of the visitors’ prior 
knowledge or perception of relevancy. A discussion of the effects of message repetition is 
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therefore mainly limited to a discussion of the possible motives for applying message repetition, 
the degree of message tedium and the steps taken by the corporations to minimise the risk of 
message tedium. However, as message tedium has been found to reduce message argument 
scrutiny during high frequencies of message repetition, it is likely that reinforcement effects on 
other strategies are greatest with moderate message repetition (Cacioppo and Petty (1989). 
Unlike BP, the moderators of G4S and Barclays run the risk of affecting the total catalog of 
strategies due to copy-pasted statements which are more likely to create message tedium than 
varied messages conveyed through graphic representations such as the material distributed by 
BP. 
  
If G4S and Barclays saves time by repeating previous messages on the short-term, a possible 
long-term consequence of the impact of message tedium on the other applied strategies could 
be much worse than the possible short-term effects. BP’s process of making small and subtle 
changes in the core of the messages while making larger changes in how the messages are 
represented, is time-consuming but could still prove to be a better guarantor for avoiding 
message tedium. This observation also supports the notion that BP were the corporation that 
allocated the most resources to the activities on social media.  
 
7.3 Using participation in discussions as a crisis communication tool 
The analysis showed that the three corporations had a limited contribution to the ongoing 
discussions that followed in the wake of the posts. All three corporations demonstrated 
unwillingness to participate in the discussions despite numerous encouragements from 
commentators who urged the corporations to participate and to respond to the questions and 
critiques of them. The higher degree of Facebook monitoring and responsiveness which is 
required when participating in discussions could be the three corporations’ main motivation to 
go against this pressure from the commentators.  
 
The degree of control over how comments are interpreted is also reduced as the time to identify 
possible consequences of different statements is less compared to posting which is generally 
done less frequent than comments in a discussion. Here, G4S’ application of equivalency and 
emphasis framing could be mentioned as an example of an attempt to maintain a strong control 
over how statements were received and processed by visitors. Some posts from G4S received 
over 2,000 comments within few hours which inhibits the possibility of taking several likely 
interpretations of G4S’ possible comments into account. G4S’ communication could be 
characterised as being kept to a minimal in terms of both posts and comments. To G4S, the 
advantages of this behaviour were that the resources G4S used on Facebook were significantly 
less than the resources required from the visitors to read posts and participate in discussions.  
 
From a classical marketing perspective, it could be argued that G4S’ Facebook effort had a high 
Return-On-Investment (ROI) as the limited effort to promote G4S’ agenda benefitted from a 
remarkable Facebook activity. However, to highlight the aspects of such a perception it could be 
fruitful to compare G4S with Barclays which did appear to be more affected by the visitors’ 
demands. In other words, Barclays was the only corporation that after some time partly acceded 
Kommentar [3]: Verner Leth: 
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to the demands of the commentators. Barclays’ subsequent participation in discussions 
centering on the crisis was characterised by a frequent copy-pasting of previous announced 
statements as well as references to other sources. But with the discussions that were irrelevant 
to the crisis such as product news, Barclays frequently addressed commentators. Here, it is 
evident that these discussions were connected with significantly less controversy than the 
discussions on the crisis. Participations in discussions that are not related to the ongoing crisis 
does not entail the same risk of worsening the crisis as a less controversial topic reduces the 
likeliness of offending visitors.  
Barclays did therefore not follow the G4S’ example but chose to take some part in the 
discussions not dealing with the crisis. This could be evidence for the notion that the lack of 
participation in the discussion was a conscious decision by Barclays. It is also unlikely that the 
choice was influenced by a lack of resources as Barclays allocated resources to commenting on 
topics irrelevant to the crisis. In contrast to BP and G4S, the moderators of Barclays displayed 
significant indecision in the first days of the crisis. This indecision might also be reflected in the 
general planning of Barclays’ Facebook communication as Barclays in contrast to BP applied 
more strategies but did not use these strategies with the same ingenuity.  
 
Barclays also utilised 8 strategies which was more than BP and G4S. It therefore appears as if 
Barclays did not hold the perception that participation in the discussions would obviate a 
number of crisis communication strategies. But this does not entail that it was necessary for 
Barclays to apply 8 strategies. By participating in the discussions, the need for message 
repetition could be largely reduced. This is due to the increased visibility of the same topics as 
commentators are notified through Facebook and are therefore likely to return to the 
discussions. However, if the corporations had used the comments to enter into dialogues with 
the commentators, then it is likely that message repetition would still be applied in some form.  
 
 
7.4 Personal answers to commentators 
Barclays and BP both appear to be addressing selected commentators with their names. For 
Barclays, this occurred during discussions that were not related to the crisis while BP addressed 
commentators that violated the commenting guidelines. Barclays and BP therefore represent 
two different approaches to a personalisation of corporate Facebook pages. The most 
significant difference lies in the corporation’s motive for addressing the commentator. Barclays 
had a positive and relaxed tone and generally responded to questions on product ideas. This 
could help support the development of collective standards or norms among Barclays’ 
Facebook visitors as mentioned in the analysis.  
 
While G4S refrains from participating in the discussions, BP also mentions the name of the 
commentator that is addressed. However, BP’s communication is located at the other end of the 
scale compared to the replies by Barclays. Most of BP’s comments can be perceived as 
aggressive attempts to create conformity and threaten commentators that opposes the 
commentators which are positive towards BP’s posts. As mentioned in the analysis, Facebook 
has a technical feature which enables the commentator to send a notification to the user that 
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they have been mentioned in a comment. Barclays and BP uses this feature to inform 
commentators directly that the comment has been read and responded to.  
 
A possible advantage of personalising the interaction with commentators could be the notion 
that commentators that are addressed by their names obtain a sense of certainty that their 
comment has been read despite the great stream of comments. Viewed from BP’s point of view, 
personalisation can also be used to increase the experience of social pressure on 
commentators that do not behave in concordance with BP’s agenda. The analysis also found 
that BP in some instances applied personalisation as a way to put commentators in the pillory. 
However, using the name feature to encourage commentators to follow collective standards or 
norms could be perceived as transgressive behaviour in the case with BP’s brutish responses. 
A disadvantage of personal answers could be that a corporation such as BP easily could  
transgress the boundaries of the commentators. On the other hand, Barclays might benefit from 
the opportunity to direct more attention to their responses as Barclays generally tended to 
respond to positive comments.  
 
On the other hand, a disadvantage of a more personalised application of Facebook is the extra 
resources that needs to be allocated. This could be the reason to why G4S chose not to 
respond to comments and chose not to address commentators with their names.  
 
7.5 Long relationships as an unknown influencing factor on Facebook activities 
An aspect that has been not be investigated in the analysis is the possible influence of 
relationships between the visitors and the corporations that were developed prior to the crises. 
All three corporations had significant activity on their Facebook pages prior to the crises. It is 
therefore likely that the possible interactions between the visitors and the corporation had 
resulted in what could be characterised as a relationship.  
If a corporation had developed a positive relationship with a visitor, then it could be claimed that 
the visitor might have a less critical perception of the corporation in the event of a crisis. It could 
also be that a visitor might even defend the corporation against other critical visitors that have 
not developed similar relationships and then affect the group norms. This is important as the 
analysis showed that Barclays and BP attempted to make critical visitors comply to a group 
norm that was partly constructed by the corporation.  
 
Here, it is likely that the visitors that comprised the main supporters of group norms that were 
positive to the corporation, also were the visitors that had the longest history of interactions with 
the corporation. As mentioned in the analysis of Barclays, this hypothesis receives support from 
the research on conformity introduced by Stiff & Mongeau (2003). Stiff & Mongeau (2003) 
suggested that individuals exchange and develops collective standards or norms over a period 
of time. A corporation that has taken active steps in encouraging the formation of developments 
of collective standards or norms could benefit from such activities in the time of a crisis. If 
Barclays, BP or G4S had managed to develop collective standards or norms on their Facebook 
pages, this might impact the comments and discussions and lead to a less critical environment 
during the crises.  
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When reviewing the posts in the time up to the crises, it appears as more likely that Barclays 
could have constructed such relationship than BP and G4S. Barclays had been very active with 
reports on new products, general news about the corporation as well as interactions with the 
commentators. In contrast, BP’s Facebook page had significant less activity before the crisis in 
terms of posts and interactions with the commentators. This could be central for the formation of  
collective standards and norms as visitor activity in terms of comments, likes and shares could 
be significant for the durability of such social standards and norms. Eventually, the comments to 
G4S’ posts indicated that G4S benefitted from a strong cohesion among the global employees. 
However as mentioned in the analysis, G4S encountered challenges with the message tedium 
which were more pervasive and significant than with Barclays and BP.  
 
Of the three corporations, BP began using social media over 2 years before Barclays and G4S. 
BP therefore had 10 months before the crisis occurred - around the same time as the two other 
corporations. Still, BP did not appear to take advantage of these months when compared to 
Barclays that was more active at an earlier stage.  
 
 
8. Conclusion 
It can be concluded that the three corporations apply different strategies to obtain similar 
targets. However, all corporations demonstrated uncertainty in choosing the strategies and 
lacked persistence when using the strategies. In fact, all corporations did not appear to have 
any crisis response systems to cope with the crises. This is evident due to hesitation, confusion 
and long response time found on the Facebook pages of Barclays, BP and G4S. On average, it 
took from 3 to 10 days before the corporations managed to establish a continuously 
communication response to the crises. That is too slow when taking the corporations’ resources 
and the severity of the crises into account.  
 
Common for the three corporations was also the objections from visitors against the 
corporations’ use of Facebook’s commenting system to put pressure on the visitors instead of 
meeting the visitors’ demands. All three corporations applied a variety of strategies which relied 
on framing and its sub-strategies. It was also found that Barclays was the only corporation that 
systematically used emphasis framing when responding to comments. BP and G4S therefore 
ought to adopt Barclays’ way of addressing commentators which entails writing comments that 
can be used to develop collective standards and norms, direct the focus of other commentators 
to discussions not concerning the crisis and appear as a corporation at the disposal of the 
commentators. Still, all three corporations tend to have an excessive focus on how emphasis 
framing in posts can start discussions that are advantageous to the corporation’s agenda. 
Instead, the corporations should follow the example made by Barclays and construct emphasis 
frames when responding to comments and not solely rely on the posts.  
 
All three corporations also demonstrate a lack of willingness to claim responsibility for their 
actions in public. Even though the placement of responsibility is clear in all three crises, 
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Barclays is the sole corporation to apply mortification. However, as this is due to settlements 
with the authorities, Barclays is not more concerned about their reputation than BP and G4S. 
Especially both BP and G4S signal that they take their positions in possible litigations into 
consideration. Research shows that mortification is the most effective strategy when 
communicating during a crisis. This thesis did not disconfirm that finding. The fact, that two of 
the corporations are in line for litigations and refrain from applying mortification because of this, 
is a clear weakness to their social media crisis communication.  
 
Responsibility for the crises cannot be questioned which makes BP’s and G4S’ attempts to 
distribute conflicting views, a mere postponement of the problems. Barclays’ communication is 
therefore characterised by more integrity than the two other investigated corporations. Yet, 
Barclays could have used the settlement as a stepping stone to address the crisis and mark a 
new beginning instead of experimenting with different strategies and then eventually give in. In 
cases with a clear placement of responsibility, an objective evaluation and the courage to claim 
responsibility for the crisis could be more beneficial than postponing an inevitable mortification. 
This is the most important learning.  
 
It can also be concluded that the corporations that appear to be most successful with their social 
media crisis communication work towards long-term goals. All the investigated crises are short-
term events with long-term impacts which necessitates initiatives like BP’s application of 
agenda-setting, corrective action as good as possible, conformity and message repetition. 
Unlike the message repetition of G4S’ communication, BP has prioritised among the different 
messages and therefore varies the content and media to minimise message tedium. BP’s and 
Barclays’ use of conformity is also a consequence of the unwillingness to claim responsibility for 
the crises. The outcome is not an encouraging discussion forum and could have been avoided 
to some extent if BP and G4S had allocated more resources to create ambassadors that would 
be less critical of the corporations compared to the numerous first time visitors without empathy 
for the corporations. This is an aspect where Barclays appeared to have a head start over BP 
and G4S as these two corporations had failed in building relationships before the crises 
emerged.  
 
When Barclays’ responsibility for the crisis is taken into account, the criminal action that 
benefitted Barclays was evaluated mildly compared to the crises that struck G4S and BP. This 
could be due the long relationships that Barclays nurtured before the crisis and the more 
passive application of conformity which is in contrast to BP’s aggressive approach which often 
placed commentators in the pillory.  
 
This requires that all corporations discontinue their perception of Facebook as a mass media, 
allocate sufficient resources and prioritise the creation of a strong social platform that is not 
constantly understaffed. It can also be concluded that the untapped potentials found across all 
three corporations’ Facebook pages, supports the hypothesis that the corporations could benefit 
from a more evenly resource distribution among traditional departments such as marketing, 
communication and/or customer support.  
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Eventually, not all corporations successfully avoids message tedium. This is primarily due to the 
corporations’ lack of ambitions for their activities on social media in terms of varying message 
and media. Here, G4S appear as a bad example on how a corporation risks worsening a crisis 
by undermining the future possibility of reaching numerous stakeholders. BP’s great support 
from a group of visitors is to some extent also connected with minimal message tedium, a high 
degree of variety in terms of media use (videos, images, Facebook chats, Q&As) which gives 
numerous possibilities for BP’s visitors to investigate the reality BP constructs through 
trustworthy spokespersons. A corporation that does not let the content on their Facebook page 
be determined by coincidences and seeks to maximise the variation of similar statements could 
appeal to more visitors, maintain longer relationships and persuade more visitors to adopt 
beliefs more favourable to the corporation. The strategies derived from the three cases are all 
characterised by some degree of universality. It is therefore likely that the difficulties a 
corporation such as G4S encounters with visitors not responding convincingly to the strategies, 
is also in evidence on other crisis-stricken corporate Facebook pages.  
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Appendix A. Article on crisis communication 
 
Corporate social media is put to the test in new communication thesis 
Social media is overlooked in several ways. Today, many communication directors work with 
social media as an integrated part of either internal or external corporate communication - or 
both. Still, many professionals have transferred their communication practices from other media 
like print media to social media hoping to utilise its full potential. This modus operandi often 
results in a theory without supporting evidence. It is not that communication directors eschews 
material on social media crisis communication. The issue is more likely to be caused by lack of 
qualified theory supported by sufficient empirical data. This thesis develops a typology of 
strategies based on three corporations’ communication and gives explanations on why they use 
them. Learn how you can improve and refine your corporate communication and get inspired by 
the comprehensive catalogue of tools available to you. 
 
The findings of this thesis relied on over 90 posts and 623 comments which were submitted 
over a period of over 2,5 years. The thesis included social media activity from three of the most 
dominating crises over the last couple of years. This included Barclays’ fraud with LIBOR and 
EURIBOR - two of the most important rates in the financial system. BP’s oil spill in the Gulf was 
also introduced. This was the largest marine accident in the petroleum history. It was also the 
largest spill in the history of the United States. The two corporations were also accompanied 
with G4S’ failure to recruit sufficient security guards for the London Olympics. All three crises 
caused a run on the various Facebook pages which quickly full of angry visitors who voiced their 
disgust over the actions.  
 
Formulating strategies 
To create a typology of strategies, the different posts for each corporation was categorised on 
the basis of predominant characteristics of the posts as well as possible motives. This method 
resulted in 13 different strategies of which only 1 was applied by all three corporations. Social 
media is a new field that have given new meanings to words such likes, shares and timelines. 
To evaluate the performance of the corporations, commonly accepted theories within 
persuasion and crisis communication were introduced. This bridged the gaps between 
strategies and the possible motivations for applying them.  
 
One of the most vital findings was that the corporations could have benefited more by claiming 
responsibility for the crisis - if the crisis was the responsibility of the corporation. In all three 
cases, there was a causal relationship between the crises and the corporation’s actions. The 
majority of the visitors on each corporate Facebook page also blames the corporation for the 
crisis. Yet, corporations such as BP excels in varying persuasive and compelling statements 
over several months. But BP could still copy Barclays’ effective response to comments which 
frames the situation to their advantage and makes the visitors conform in a subtle way. Also, a 
corporation such as G4S fails at mobilising the commentators to speak out for G4S. This is hard 
in a times of crisis. However, Barclays and BP are much closer to this goal than G4S. Generally, 
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the investigated corporations’ use of different strategies are mixed and while a corporation 
excels with the execution of one strategy the same corporation fails miserably when using 
another strategy. However, the typology of strategies developed by this thesis functions as a 
benchmark for future crises. After all, the importance of learning from previous crises and 
preparing for new crisis cannot be underestimated. None of the three examined corporations 
signaled a strong crisis response. Is your company prepared for a crisis - or perhaps more 
important: are you? 
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Appendix B. Account for article on crisis communication 
 
To create awareness and interest for my thesis among communication professionals, I have 
chosen to send a short presentation of the thesis to one of Europe’s leading magazines. The 
Communicator Director is targeting European public relations and corporate communication 
professionals. Professionals from some of Europe’s largest corporations are often featured, 
interviewed or contribute with detailed accounts on a wide range of areas. This includes 
professionals responsible for the communication at the UN, Toyota and Siemens among others. 
The periodical has subscribers working within professional communication from all over Europe. 
The Communication Director generally balances between academic studies and corporate case 
studies - similar to the content in Harvard Business Review. It is not uncommon to see a blend 
of professors in communication accompanied by PR and communication professionals from 
consultancy firms etc. This makes the Communication Director an ideal medium for drawing 
attention to the thesis and to how corporations can benefit from research on social media.  
 
Despite numerous periodicals that has the same qualities as the Communication Director, this 
magazine was chosen as the medium due to an upcoming event; Crisis Communications & 
Reputation Management in Financial Services. The event will take place at the beginning of 
March and will be held in London. This event is held not far from Barclays’ financial center. 
Distributing the new findings of this thesis in this periodical could further attract attention 
towards new ways within crisis communication within the financial sector and ultimately increase 
knowledge of the possibilities of social media. This is due to the high affinity of communication 
professionals that work with social media and refine their crisis response plans on a frequent 
basis. As the two other corporations used in this thesis share many similarities with major 
financial institutions, it is likely that the findings of the approach of BP and G4S could provide 
new insights.  
 
The article is meant to be featured in the monthly newsletter and it is likely that it will be reduced 
to fit the layout of the periodical. To fit with the business-oriented periodical, several academic 
phrases and explanations has been edited out in favor of a more colourful language. The 
objective was to provide factual descriptions while still maintaining the concentration of 
managers with long working days and limited free time. Even though, the periodical generally 
places the most important information in the beginning of the articles, this article has done the 
opposite. The target was to make the readers interested in learning more about research of the 
thesis by following the link in the bottom. An objective has also been to put equal emphasis on 
the coverage of each corporation to make the article appear as relevant as possible to 
professionals working within the financial sector, energy sector and security sector.  
Placing a link in the newsletter makes it easy for interested subscribers to visit the RUDAR link 
where the entire thesis is accessible. Another advantage of choosing online rather than offline, 
is the possibility of directing curious professionals to the thesis instantly. This enables the 
communication departments in various European corporations to become inspired and benefit 
from the study of the three largest social media crises in modern times.  
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The advantage with directing the article to the newsletter, is that it will be possible to distribute 
the article before the event on crisis communication. This gives the receivers the possibility of 
reviewing selected paragraphs before the event in London and the thesis therefore provides a 
typology of strategies which can be discussed at the event. Due to the short timeframe, it would 
not be possible to wait for a distribution in the quarterly periodical. Nor would it be likely that the 
Communication Director would make way for a thesis when comparing with the professionals 
from industry leaders that dominate the columns. However, as it probable that the journalists 
who creates and distributes the newsletter work under shorter deadlines than the periodical, the 
chances of an acceptance of the article is increased.  
 
A major benefit of a distribution in the Communication Director’s newsletter, is that being able to 
communicate to a future employer on a topic which has been studied carefully could increase 
the job opportunities for the author of the thesis. Moreover, as the author plans to participate in 
the event, setting the agenda prior to the meeting could pave the way for contacts within a 
communication niche. The conjunction between the event on crisis communication and the 
completion of this thesis provides a substantial possibility of leaving an impression within the top 
communication professionals in Europe.  
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